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STRENGTH

RIGIDITY

LONG-LI FE
These three vital features are

built-in to the wonderful

Cossor Screened Grid Valve

INTERLOCKED

CONSTRUCTION
is the secret

Because of its Interlocked Construe lion the Cossor Screened Grid Valve
is the most dependable and the most

robust Screened Grid Valve made
in Great Britain. Even the heaviest
shock cannot upset its wonderful

performance. Because of their Interlocked Construction the elements of

the Cossor Screened Grid Valve
cannot vibrate or become loose.
They are rigidly and permanently

Made in 3 voltages
for use with 2-, 4-, or
6 -volt Accumulators

braced together, top and bottom.
Even the hardest blow cannot disturb the perfect alignment of the
elements.
Screened

As a result, every Cossor
Grid Valve retains its

characteristics throughout its long

For any Screened Grid
Receiver choose Cossor.
There is no adequate substitute
for the Cossor system of Interlocked
Construction.
life.

Technical Data.
Cossor 220 S.G. 12 stilts., .2 amps.)
410 S.G. 14 volts, .1 amps.)
and 610 S.C. (6 volts, .1 amps.)

Max Anode Volts 150, Impedance
200,000, Amplification Factor 200
Grid Bias 1.a, volts at max anode
loins. Price la.) type)

22 6

Cossor
Screened Grid
Valve

A. C Couer. Lrl, Highbteq Grove, Lone, v:

y

Get full details of this
wonderful Cossor Valvewrite for leaflet LIO.
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HEAT DROPS.
A MECCANO MAN.
OLD VALVES NEVER DIE.

ALL MAINS RADIO.

THE STAR GAZER.
ABOUT A DETECTOR.

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

SOUTHERN CROSS
FLIGHT.

Heat Drops.

found to be observed by other people in his

had, with that abandon which marks the

THE burning weather of July seemed to
affect the B.B.C. programmes ; they
rather sagged, and the Queen's Hall
concerts alone can dull their memory. The

town.

barely audible, but in some instances not
even their--carrier-waves could be heard.
Apparently he met a " long fade," or else

lovelorn adolescent, thrown his D.E.5, box
and all, into the furnace. Twelve hours
Tater the remains were rescued. The box
was burnt off but the pins and glass seemed
to be all there, and on being plugged into

Not only were 5 S W and P C J
effect

came into play.

most conscientious man I ever heard of was

some seasonal

followed by the man who had his " earth"
in a sheltered place and rather than spare

the effect of celestial bodies upon terrestrial

he who refused to " top up " his battery
during the drought, though he is closely
it a bucket of water gave it a gallon of beer
The Progress of Telephony.

Despite our advantages over the old
astrologers, we are still very ignorant of
affairs.

the set this salamandrine valve delivered
2 L 0 all umptydoodle.
Our office boy

doubts this, saying that the heat would
have expanded the vacuum and burst the
bulb.

A JOB FOR JUMBO !

" All -Mains " Radio.

MR. HERMAN

SLOWLY, but surely, the world is being

DAREWSKI

covered with a network of wireless
telephone services. The latest addition is the restricted service from this

tells an amus-

ing tale in the " Sunday Sentinel." He

country to Buenos Aires via Paris or Berlin.
At present the hours are from 5.30 p.m. to

whilst

9 p.m., and the charge £2 3s. per minute.
with a minimum. of three minutes. Calls
can be made from London only at present,

having a cup of tea
in a country cottage
he, noticed a radio

provinces later.

conversation with the
presiding greybeard,
asked him :

set, and in course of

but the service will be extended to the
A Man with Meeeano Ears.

" Have you taken

SELDOM has a louder howl of joy been

delivered by our readers than that
which they emitted over the first
letter dealt with in ." Radiotorial " for

out your licence ? "
" Not me," was the

" I. assure you that my ears are

not ? "
'Cause we aren't,
connected t o the
wireless station.

reply.

"Oh, and why

July 20th, whexein our correspondent
wrote

in perfect order. Also I have thoroughly
cleaned them and put them together again
correctly." All our crystal -users want to
know how it is done. Awkward if someone
said Have one ? " whilst the organs were
in bits in the sink. Reminds me of the

We're connected to

the water -tap."
The Royalty Affair.

ad., " Two -valve set, suitable for beginners
with one dial and inside visible."

THERE seems to
be a widespread
misunderstand -

The National Orchestra.

great new National Orchestra which

inc as to the effect

THEthe B.B.C. has formed is expected

of a reduction of the

to give its first public performance on

Marconi royalty upon

October 18th at Queen's Hall, being the
first

of a

the price of valves,

series of twenty-two weekly

many papers indicat-

symphony concerts. This orchestra is a
hundred strong and includes about ten

ing that this will be
reduced accordingly.

women, the members ,having been selected

from some thousand applicants. I think
that those of us who have sympathy with
symphonies- are going to have some wonderful evenings.
Short -Wave Eclipse.

WRITING in June from East London

(S. Africa), L. J. M. says that he
was experiencing an almost total

wipe-out on short waves, a phenomenon he

As I understand the
As the elephant could not go to 2 L 0, engineers interviewed Jumbo at the
Zoo, and persuaded him to broadcast for the Children's Hour.

" Old Valves Never Die."
AND very few good ones fade away. The

latest story about the durability of

the modern- British valve is provided
by the Marconiphone Company. One of
their customers found that his handmaiden

matter, there is no

direct connection between the amount of
the royalty and the price of the valves. The

12s. 6d. per valve holder basis of royalty
was adopted as a simple and convenient
means of fixing the royalty ; hence on a
two-valver the totalroyalty was 25s-, even
(Continued on next page.)
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The Star Gazer.

NOTES AND NEWS.

iF you think this is a colloquial allusion

(Continued franc previous page.)

I to the Astronomer -Royal, I can't help it.

The fact is, there is a bit of a how-d'ye-do

though the set was sold with 5s. valves, or
without any valves at all.
Ultra -Violet Storms.

AS a victim of an ultra -violet installation,

I am much interested to see how
this nuisance is tackled in various

countries. In some the law has come down
heavily on the owners of the apparatus, and

in philological circles about the B.B.C.'s

book on pronunciation, and for the moment

the fight rages round "geyser," either the

hole in the ground which spouts hot water,
or the gadget in the bathroom which won't.
" Geezer " is all right, but sounds like

rudeness. " Gazer " is the posh way, and is
recommended for tea-parties. But, oh,
hasn't the B.B.C. started something

in others the authorities lend advice as to

how to stop the interference: In Germany,
however, the law steps politely aside,

washing its hands of the business, and

armounces that the public must deal with
the problem themselves. Apparently our
own authorities don't worry either way -and perhaps that's our fault.
Transmitting Note.

T REGRET that in the note

on

this

subject in our issue of July 20th, the
call -signal used by Mr, H. Osborne,
77, Barrett Road, Walthamstow, E.17, did
not appear. It is G 5 N C, and if you hear
it perhaps you will be good enough to take
observations and report them to Mr.

Osborne. (The omission was due to the
printer mistaking the call -sign for a laundry
mark.)
,
London Symphony Orchestra.

I rejoice at the news

PERSONALLY,
that the B.B.C. has signed a contract
with the London Symphony Orchestra
for three years. Seventy-five picked players

forming a permanent orchestra, -with the
deputy system abolished ! We may look
forward to some excellent performances -if

only the items are selected with as much
care as were the artistes. In passing, how-

MR. A.

ing collection of people to whom we owe
much. May they never run out of wind
or resin.
Wireless Conducting.

out what was known as the ' balanced
.,..=.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111V'
=
SHORT WAVES.
=
E
=
=
=
A SHORT STORY.
=
=
Once upon a time people who talked to FE
E themselves were known as madmen. Now E
= they are known as radio lecturers. ;
=
*
*
E
E
E
How to obtain volume on your wireless : E
=
E Pace a book on it.
=
*
E
*
*
=

-

E
" Wireless on drifters," runs a headline in E.
=_
H the " Bulletin and Scots Pictorial."
LE
We wish the one in the flat below would H

H drift-quite a long way !
*
*
E
E A Zulu chief once courted grief,
By owning a radio ;
=
E For he bought a set that was geared to get
=
Ten thousand miles or so.
=
= And his wifely crew of thirty-two,
= Were forced to pawn each trinket ;
= While he took a look, in a shady nook,
= At the book on " How to sink it."
H But there came a day, so the natives say,
When he reached the end of his rope ;
=
= And learned, too late, his financial state
Was four times worse than broke.

_==

Now it may seem queer, but a bright idea
Was born to the Zulu bold ;
For he opened a store on the ocean's shore,

And bartered his " parts " for gold." Radio Times."

mind of man, to be precise, Dr. E.
Fisher's mind, has conceived a means

taneously by radio. Plans are being
matured for a try -out of the scheme at
Zurich on September 1st, when Dr. Fisher
will conduct orchestras in London, Paris,
Berlin and Milan. They are going to play
a hymn to the honour of the tenth Assembly
of the League of Nations, which meets on
September 2nd.
Matrimonial Bureau Up to Date.
ACCORDING to a writer in " World
Radio," a very pretty piece of broad-

*

the velvet and moons ought to rouse up
plenty of applicants. How drab the next
B.B.C. news bulletin will seem now !

-

*

*

*

hair.

elephants, etc., without turning a

It is not generally known that the

ignition battery, an Exide, on the winning
Alfa -Romeo car in the Junior Car Club's
Twelve -Hour Race, got loose from its

holding -down bolts and careered along
dangling from its own connecting cables.
In spite of the rough going which Brook lands provides at high speeds the terminally
held and the battery, ran the car success-

fully .to a bright green finish.
Pos. or Neg. ?

JL. (Sheffield) makes the interesting

. revelation that he has made about
twelve sets of various kinds, and the
only ones which have given him satisfaction
were " earthed " positive. He adds that
these _sets gave fifty per cent " better
volume " than those " earthed " negative.
Percentage of sound volume is very difficult

to judge, and I am inclined to think that
fifty per cent is a bit high. However, this
is a subject which admits of much discussion and I should welcome the views of
other readers.
Jellied Watts.

THE most notable development in the
accumulator which
have seen for

the cell can be fixed in any position.

Presumably there is no need to " top up,"
7 --

as the loss from evaporation must be

negligible ; arrangements are made to keep

I do not quite understand

-

the jelly damp.

=

the cell is fully discharged, but apparently

-H=
=
E
E
=

-

*

r " Petting Rule Holds for Radio ; Best =FE
Results in Hark."-Headline in paper.
E
;00numummunnumminummananumninumnume

crystal,' and this instrument undoubtedly
did do something," etc. It surely did,

though it was a demon to handle, but unless
I am much mistaken, the " balanced
crystal " circuit was invented by Capt.

H. J. Round whilst he was trying to
tackle X's at Manaos, Brazil, and was
patented by him and the Marconi Co.
About a Detector Valve.

H.

Battery Endurance Test.

VALVES are not the only things which
are strong enough to be trampled by

some time is the new type the electrolyte of which is a jelly. In order to permit
the escape of the gas the jelly is accommodated in a honeycomb structure. Obviously
we have here the " great unspillable," and

" If you are a DX fan, use a small opaquely- E

cast publicity was permitted by a

velvet (colour not stated), and brown eyes
like moons, plus a life competence for two,
announced her willingness to wed a young
man with a good figure and to share a tomb
of red marble. Talk of the tomb strikes one
as de trop in an instance of this kind, but

E

shaped bulb as the only source of illumine- E
tion."-" Radio News."
_

Japanese station, when a young lady, who

asserted that she has a complexion like

=
=

Then a maid found out, as she east about
=
For ways to wreck men's hearts,
=
That a swell headdress, as perhaps you'll guess, =
Could be formed of radio parts.

TALKING of orchestras, the indefatigable

whereby several orchestras separated by
large distances can be conducted simul-

A Matter of History.
H. Shirley, writing in the

" Oxford Times " in reference to
" atmospherics," and means of combating them, says, apropos of his experiments in the Navy : "We once did bring

ever, let us drop a word of praise for the
Birmingham Orchestra. A good, hard-work-

doubly welcome, though the explanation
may possibly be that he himself is British.
Massachusetts folk are, I believe, more
cordial than some others towards us.

D. (Haverhill, Mass., U.S.A.) waxes
ecstatic over the performance of
his set, which was built from " junk,"

and which I judge to be Det., 1 L.F., with
reaction. He has had 5 S W fifty consecutive
nights to his great content, and lays most of

the credit at the door of his 610 Cossor
valve, which he uses as his Dot. We
don't often get a letter from the U.S.A.
in praise of British goods, so his letter is

how the jelly operates uniformly on the
plates, or What happens to the jelly when
the idea works well.
The " Southern Cross " Flight.

THOSE intrepid and determined airmen,

Captain Kingsford Smith and his
colleagues, did not disdain to use

radio during their remarkable flight from
Australia to England, and as a result were
rewarded with much valuable data which

was collected by their operator, Mr.
McWilliams. Their receiver covered the
wave -range 18 metres to 2,700 metres.

Valve specialists will be interested to hear

that the tubes chosen for this set were
S.215, D.E.L.410 and D.E.P.410, all of
Osram make.
Potted History.

THE following is a condensed edition of
an article in " World Radio " showing
the history of broadcasting in Scandinavia. Begun in Norway in 1924 ; nine
stations and a 50 kw. nearing completion,
licence fee, 22s. 6d. -; listeners licensed,
65,985. Begun in Sweden in 1925, seven
stations, and a 50 kw. being built ; licence

fee, about 10s. ; licences issued, 400,000 ;
population over six millions. Begun in
Denmark in October, 1922. Licence fee,
about lls. ; licensed listeners about
230,000.

ARIEL.
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A SHORT-WAVE "TITAN
" A Station from every Continent "-such are the results obtained
with the efficient short -waver described below.
BY A CORRESPONDENT.
to a three -stud switch

300 turns is required for the medium band.

disc screwed to one end of
the coil former. The reason

by a second aerial terminal.

mounted on an ebonite

for tapping the reaction

THE writer believes that he was the
-first amateur in England to hear a
broadcasting station in South America,

and therefore the first to hear all six
Continents.

The following description of

coil is that it is impossible
to obtain smooth reaction
over the whole band with
one coil. In fact, it was
found impossible to make
the set react below 17

more than two turns

metres with
circuit.

in

A clip is used for the aerial tap, usually
about three or four turns from the earth

A " midget " condenser is connected in
the aerial lead, which can be shorted out

The set requires rather more care in
construction than many of the simpler
types of broadcast sets, but the trouble
taken is well repaid by the results obtained, both from the point of efficiency
and ease of wave -change and operation.

It may be found

difficult to operate
on the low waves because of a somewhat
large grid -tuning condenser, but this is

end of the grid coil. A second clip is used
to vary the number of turns
in the grid coil.

The " broadcast " coil is
almost a standard " Titan,"
therefore requires no
description. The only way
and.

in which it differs from the
standard is that the " wave change switch " is mounted
on an ebonite disc, screwed

to one end of the loading

The whole then being
mounted on a base similar
coil.

to that of the short-wave
coil.

Fig.

3 shows the

difference made to the circuit by the addition of the

the receiving station may be of interest
to readers of POPULAR WIRELESS.

The receiver covers the medium and

long wave -bands, as well as the short
waves of from 13 to 70 metres. The broad-

cast bands are covered by a " Titan

" Titan " coil ; that part of the diagram

enclosed by dotted lines is mounted on
the base, the connections being numbered.

The H.F. choke is interchangeable, a
plug-in coil being used. A No. 50 coil is
suitable for the short waves, whilst about

coil which is interchangeable with the shortwave coil. The set was first designed as a

short -waver, but when the " Titan " sets

CLIPS

were described in " P.W." the set was

3 Sruo

III"""
g III
IIu.Ru'IIa_

The short-wave circuit is shown in Fig. 1.

The method of L.F. coupling deserves

Mill1111

attention. The L.F. transformer can have
as high a ratio as 9 to 1, with a consequent
gain in signal strength, and no appreciable

The coils are mounted on a four -pin

(a)
/RFC0/.

plug-in base, the connections to which are
numbered 1 to 4 in all diagrams. Fig. 2

by 3 in. ebonite former of the " ribbed "
type. The pillars which support the coil
and base (Fig. 2b) are made from an old

2

3

Use distilled water to make good any loss by

evaporation in your accumulator, and never
allow the level of the liquid to fall below the
top of the plates.
*

*

If your set is a portable with frame aerial
remember that the connection from aerial to
set is probably by flexible leads, and with constant wear these may deteriorate.
*

BASE

36 S.W.G. tapped at the second and

AG.2.

*

*

If you use an earth connection to a water pipe make sure that the pipe is not painted or
dirty, as such connections depend for their
efficiency upon being affixed to a thoroughly

in. from the
earth end of the grid coil ; it has 7 turns of
These tappings connect

WRINKLES.

*

/34;-.),

7

lead-in tube.
The reaction coil is spaced
fourth turns,

every Continent, together with many
amateurs and European broadcasting
stations.

One of the best checks upon the condition
of a low-tension battery is the specific gravity
of the electrolyte.

=

Min111111111"

14- ,

It would be useless to give a list of

stations received, but it may be said that
a telephony station has been heard from

White spots upon accumulator plates are a
sign that sulphation is setting in.

L

connected in series.

shows the short-wave coil. This consists of
12 turns of 18 S.W.G. bare wire on a 3 in.

long waves.

-4C-"SWITCH

=
UUUUUU um um=
.

1111

loss in quality. The writer is using at the
moment a 4 to 1 and a 5 to 1 transformer

necessary if the set is to be used on the

REMINDERS AND

adapted to that circuit by a plug-in system.
Interchangeable Coils.

111059

YI016

clean surface.

t84
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attempts will be made to start a separate
broadcasting station for the sole purpose of

THE R.M.A. AGREEMENT.

giving regular television transmissions in
this country.
If the wave -length situation permitted,
we should welcome it, because we have
always felt that a certain amount of
competition with the B.B.C. would be an
excellent thing. But facts are facts, and
the situation does not permit it. It is there-

Full details of the successful negotiations that have now been concluded,
thus leaving everything " all -clear " for the coming season.
Ry THE EDITOR.
OUR readers may have seen in the news-

papers that a new agreement has

We notice in our contemporary, " Television," some comments upon the B.B.C.'s
decision not to grant the request made by

Marconi Telegraph Company. The amateur,
who has in many ways benefited because of

the Baird Television Co. for certain guaranteed periods for television transmission.
.
It appears that a writer in " Television "

the agreement provides for a definite reduction of the Marconi royalty from 12s. 6d. to

have been continually working in the background with the object of retarding, if not
holding up altogether, the progress of tele-

recently been concluded between the
Radio Manufacturers Association and the

reduced royalties during the last twelve
months, should continue to benefit ; for

5s. on each valve holder of a broadcast

receiving set. In other words, the royalties
which were reduced in consequence of the
order made by the Comptroller -General of
the Patent Office (but which were reversed
by Mr. Justice Luxmoore) will continue to
hold good because of this private agreement

between the Radio Manufacturers and the
Marconi Telegraph Co.

5s. Each Valve Holder.

Mr. J. T. Mould, the Chairman of the

Radio Manufacturers Association, in dis-

cussing the negotiations which led up to the

agreement, said that the Radio Manufac-

turers Association had agreed to a five
years' agreement whereby members of the
R M.A. pay royalties on all receiving sets,
whether under patent or not, for a period of

five years, at a rate of 5s. on each valve
holder.

Also, the Radio Manufacturers Associa-

tiongivea the use of their patents to the

Marconi Company and H.M.V. Gramophone

Co. The R.M.A. gets added to the licences

leased to them by the Marconi Co. all
patents present and future that are controlled by the Marconi Company and H.M.V.

This probably
includes all the patents of the Radio Corporation of America, the General Electric
Company of America, and German and
Gramophone Company.

asks his readers to believe that influences

vision-or, at any rate, British television.

And there is further reference in this article
to a " hidden hand."
Force of Circumstance.

This is very melodramatic and, of course,

fore extremely unlikely that the Postmaster General will grant a concession to an independent body to start its own broadcasting
station.

In the meantime, we strongly recom-

mend the Baird Company to take what they
can get from the B.B.C., even two or three
quarter -of -an -hour period transmissions a
week, and at least give themselves an oppor-

tunity of demonstrating to the public the
truth of what they have so often claimed
for the Baird television system.

*

USING AN H.T.

suggests to readers not in touch with the
television situation, intrigues of a Phillips

But, as a matter of
there is no force working in this

Oppenheim nature.
fact,

country to -day against British television,
and certainly no particular force working
against the Baird Company.
The only force-if one may use the termis the force of circumstances, plus the fact
that there are some people in this country
to -day, especially on the engineering side of
the B.B.C., who, while thoroughly agreeing
0111161Mlallallillulaliffilumii11111Iummifi1111111111111611111=
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FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR

sufficient current to the ,plates of the

valves, it often being wrongly assumed

that providing the unit is marked to give
the required voltage, the current supply
can look after itself.
Some mains require more smoothing
than others, and some sets seem particu-

larly sensitive to the slightest trace of hum
in certain stages. It is worth remembering
that, in general, a hum is more noticeable
in a set employing anode -bend rectification

than a set employing the grid -leak and
condenser detector. Where it is particu-

The SPECIAL NUMBER of

POPULAR WIRELESS
on sale NEXT WEEK at the usual price,

TO secure freedom from hum an H.T.
unit must be capable of supplying

larly desired that anode -bend rectification
F.

will be devoted to

should be used, it will often be found an
advantage to modify the method of ob,tain-

ing this. Generally the grid of the valve

COUPLING DEVICES
.7.:

obtains a negative bias through a fixed

;11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115:

resistance of the grid -leak type, but very
often the hum will disappear if this resistance is removed, its place being taken by
an H.F. choke.

In addition, 'the Eliminator patent is
thrown in, and also an undertaking that

that the Baird system of television is a

Stopping Hum On Short Waves.

infringers shall be prosecuted unless an independent arbitrator awards otherwise.

to face the fact that, under the present

system of broadcasting, where wave -length

It sometimes happens that when a set is
converted to short-wave working a hum

French Associated Companies.

Good Effects All Round.

Of course, the main thing as far as the
listener is concerned in this agreement is
that the royalty is definitely reduced and
confirmed at 5s. per valve holder.

We should like to offer our congratulations to the Radio Manufacturers Association on this very successful outcome to a
dispute which might have ended in a much
more troublesome way ; and we should also
like to congratulate the Marconi Company
for the very generous and open-minded way
in which they have dealt with the situation.
There is no doubt that this mutual

arrangement between the R.M.A. and the

Marconi Co. will have very beneficial effects

upon the radio industry, and the cloud
which has been hovering over the trade ever
since Mr. Justice Luxmoore's decision gave
the Marconi Co. the right to re -impose the

12s. 6d. royalty has, we hope, now been
dissipated, and all augurs well for a most
.successful radio season.

Transformers, R.C.C. Units,
Chokes, Resistances, etc., etc.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
meritorious achievement, have the courage

difficulties, etc., are even worse than they
were twelve months ago, it is not practicable

to go right ahead with a full blown tele-

vision service ; and it is not even practicable
to grant permission for television transmis-

sions in programme hours such as were
asked for by the Baird Co.
A Television Station ?

The B.B.C. offered quarter-hour periods
three times a week, and if the Baird Com-

pany really feel that their system was

appears which hitherto has not been
noticed. Upon the short waves this may
be sufficient to deprive the set of the
remarkable range it is otherwise capable
of on the higher frequencies. In nearly all

short-wave sets it will be found that the

detector is particularly sensitive to humming
interference, so that extra smoothing should
be provided in the plate lead to the detector
if possible.
Often the extra smoothing obtainable by
the insertion of an L.F. choke (an L.F. trans-

former will do, either primary, secondary

have taken that offer, never mind how
dissatisfied they were with it, and have
proved to the public that their system

or both) in the H.T. lead to the detector
valve will be sufficient to overcome the
trouble. On that side of the choke which
is not connected to the H.T. supply take

Exactly what will now transpire it

other side of which is joined to earth or

indisputably " the

goods,"

they could

merited a more generous concession.

is

difficult to say, but we understand that the
Baird Company intends approaching the
Postmaster -General and requesting him to
exercise his influence on the B.B.C. with a

view to getting the request they made

accepted. Failing this, we understand that

a lead to a large fixed condenser, the
filament leads.

A final tip which may prove of value in
obstinate cases is that of connecting H.F.
chokes or large tuning coils of 500 turns or
more in series with the supply mains to the
unite
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therefore, that it may not be time wasted

T HAVE a friend living in the West
Country who is apt to talk in some such

strain as this : " It's all very well for

Every new" P .W." set goes through

you fellows in town, with a local station on

has been worked out very carefully

the doorstep, and 5 G B only in the next
parish. I'll bet some of your sets wouldn't
be so wonderful if you tried them out under

my conditions." He finds it quite hard to
believe me when I say that in many ways
I envy him !
When I have on various occasions taken
a set down and tried it on his, aerial, it has
performed so well that it has been hard to

sets are actually put through their routine

to provide the most perfect guar-

Let us just follow through the tests of a
set of moderate size and see what happens.

antee of good behaviour in our

readers' hands which we can devise.
That part of the testing which deals

with the investigation of a set's
actual performance is described
below in this interesting article.
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

understand the complaints of the local

about the difficulties of fading and Morse,
which really do make such situations very

few degrees round the dial on even a simple

Not This Way !

get, and consequently one is apt to forget

tests.

First of all, it goes on the test bench and
is connected up. Before any attempt is

made to receive signals the reaction control

is tested and any peculiarities are noted.
Next, the local station is tuned in, and is
listened to for some time to permit the
standard of quality to be noted.
Quality and Selectivity.

residents about their dud conditions. The
absence of swamping effects from a local
station is such a refreshing change to the
town dweller that one can only marvel at

the way the distant stations roll in every

to try and explain very briefly how " P.W."

an elaborate series of tests which

difficult ones.

Quite probably there may be many

" P.W." readers who have similar ideas
about the testing of sets under London
conditions. It is only natural for people
who live a long way from a main station
to suspect that set designers who live in
a broadcasting centre 'test their products
by tuning in the local station and 5 G B,
and then, if they come in well, let it go at

that, and to assume that all will be well at
greater distances. It has occurred to us,

It is, of course, of little use to estimate
the volume of the local (we are only about
one mile away from 2 L 0 !). Next, 5 G B

is tuned in, and the exact- volume noted
carefully, having due regard to the size
and nature of the set, and also the ease of
separation of 5 G B from 2 L 0 as a preliminary indication of selectivity.

All this, of course, is merely a preliminary

in the case of anything but a crystal set.
The really crucial tests are still to come.

What has to be done is to estimate the real
selectivity and sensitivity. Here the tests
must be done on the equivalent of a weak

distant station, the strength of such a
(Continued on next page.)

The apparatus winch provides the equivalent of a weak distant station of adjustable strength and wave-iength. On tne left is the gramophone drive unit with
The oscillator and modulator
its pick-up ; in the centre is the single -stage amplifying and volume -control panel with a Weston milliammeter for checking purposes.
unit is on the right, and the current supply to this is from the mains. The assembly shown is a " photographic " one. In use the gramophone drive and
control units are in the test room, and are connected by a line to the oscillator in a distant room.
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HOW " P.W." SETS ARE
TESTED.

*

(c.a../ Jr. previous page.)
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signal denoting the true sensitivity, and the

ease of its reception without interference
from the local when placed on a nearby
wave -length, giving a reliable measure of
selectivity.

We have found that actual distant sta-

radiation in a very simple way by means
of a gramophone and pick-up. The output

this way a very reliable indication

from the pick-up is taken to a single -valve
amplifier panel with the necessary system
of volume controls, and the output from this
amplifier goes across

ways, auxiliary apparatus permitting the
introduction of various degrees of hetero-

to the little oscillator
outfit, which includes
a choke control modulidor valvs, which

imposes the speech
and music upon the
radiation of the oscillator valve.

tions are too erratic in strength to be

The complete out-

entirely satisfactory for this purpose, and

fit

" artificial " scheme, which we find works

panel, and oscillator

so we have devised a rather elaborate

out very well indeed in practice. The
scheme is simply to use a very weak,
locally -produced imitation of a distant

station's transmission, which can be adjusted
to almost any degree of strength and placed

upon any desired wave -length on the

ordinary broadcast band of 200-550 metres.

The "Distance" Test.

The essence of the scheme is really no
more than a heterodyne wave -meter, that

is to say, an oscillating valve wave -meter,
which, as the reader will no doubt know,
radiates a continuous wave like the carrier wave of a broadcasting station in miniature.
This oscillator is placed in a comparatively

distant part of the building, in order to

avoid direct picking -up on the coils of the

receiving sot, and so to imitate real con-

ditions more closely. Constancy of strength

is quite easily obtained within reasonable

of

selectivity is obtained. Again, actual
conditions can be imitated in various other

of gramophone
and pick-up, amplifier

and modulator unit

are shown in a photograph accompanying
this article, in connection with which it
should be pointed out

that the instruments
were all lined up on
a bench for the occasion of the photo-

graph, whereas they
are

rated

The " Prague " Three, with its twin -wave trapping scheme, is a good
example of the type of set calling for such special methods of testing as are
described on this page. Such methods were actually employed both in
the development of the circuit and the testing of the final product.

normally sepaconsiderably,

for the sake of con-

venience of rtmning

.

the tests. For example, it is usually
desirable to have the little oscillator in
quite a distant room, while the gramophone and amplifier are in the test room,

connection from one to the other being made
by means of a twin lead.

dyning into the imitation distant station's

wave, ranging from the familiar high-

pitched whistle to the mere bubbling
distortion indicating two stations working
on almost exactly the same wave -length.
In these and a number of other ways, we

are able to imitate real conditions very

closely indeed, with the advantage that our
test conditions can be repeated at will.
The Final Check.
Such testing, of course, will go a good way

in the determination of the real powers of a

set, but it should also be remarked that in
the case of the larger instruments, these
tests are always followed up by further ones
of actual reception of distant stations upon
a standard but very inefficient aerial in the

suburbs on a series of evenings. This is

chiefly to determine the ratio of signal
strength to atmospherics under practical
conditions, but it also serves as a safety
check on the previous tests.

aFOR THE LISTENER.
*

-0-

If you

contemplate charging your own

accumulators, remember that on no account
should this be done with a naked light close
to the charging.
*

*

*

If you find that your set distorts only after
In producing special sets for the regional scheme, of which class the " Kuttemout " Two is another typical
specimen, the artificial " distant station " has proved most valuable. With its aid it has been possible
to apply selectivity tests which are very severe yet perfectly under control.

limits from such an oscillator, and so a reliable standard of comparison is obtainable.

So far, of course, we merely have a

continuous wave radiation like the carrier -

wave of a distant broadcasting station

when nothing is being transmitted. The
necessary modulation is imposed on this

By placing the imitation distant station
upon various wave -lengths, close to or far
removed from that of the local station, one
can find out just how little separation in
wave -length is needed for any given type
of set to pick up the distant transmission
without interference from the local, and in

the receiver has been in use for an hour or two,
you can be pretty sure that either the high- or
low-tension supply is inadequate for the needs
of the receiver, and that the correct and more

economical plan would be to use a larger
capacity battery.

When building or buying a set it is a good
plan to keep all the literature concerning it
(constructional article, leaflets, etc.) inside the

receiver, so that in the event of any fault

developing, or any modification being required,

you have all the information available at a
moment's notice.
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Y RADIO
CAREER

By PERCY' W HARRIS MIRE
A further and notable contribution to a series of nutshell autobiographies
written specially for " P.W."
It is not without interest to look back on
the apparatus I used for lecturing in those
days. It consisted firstly of a miniature
transmitter, made up on a baseboard with

asked me to tell his readers how I
began in radio, it did not at first,

a pair of large dry cells supplying a spark
coil. In the primary winding of the coil a
telegraph key was placed. The secondary
or high voltage winding of the induction

particular difficulty. After all, when one has
been engaged so long, and so ardently, in a
profession, it seems easy to look back to the
beginning. But just what was the beginning?

coil was connected to an oscillator consisting
of two vertical brass rods separated from one
another by large brass
knobs which were adjustable for distance.

WHEN the Editor of POPULAR WIRELESS

occur to me that there would be any

An Early Start.

Although but seven years old at the time,
I well remember my father pointing oat to
me a paragraph one morning in the newspaper, describing how a youmt Italian

inventor had just come over to England

to demonstrate a wireless telegraph. This
was in 1896. It seemed so marvellous that

even at that immature age the paragraph
stuck in my memory. I cannot remember
that I read or heard anything more about
wireless for a long time, but by 1907 or 1908
wireless telegraphy was already becoming a
scientific hobby as well as a practical business

proposition, and I had already made and

acquired a good deal of wireless apparatus
of a crude sort, with which I was receiving
signals from the Eiffel Tower and ships at
sea quite regularly.

Indeed, so much had my imagination
and interest been fired by the new art,

that in 1909 (just twenty years ago !) I was
already giving lectures and demonstrations
on wireless before literary societies and
other small clubs. I also gave one or two
public lectures during that year.

transmitter on the platform, and simultaneously the bell rang out the dots and dashes
at the other end of the hall (or in the gallery,
if there was one).
This demonstration
invariably " brought the house down," and

I had great difficulty in convincing many
people that there were no concealed wires
between the two pieces of apparatus.

In fact, so hard was this task that in

later lectures I made a point of using, in

So long as the tele-

graph key was held
down, a stream of vivid
white sparks roared be-

tween the knobs, one
spark occurring

for

each discharge of the
tiny condenser made up

of the two rods. Very
short waves were trans-

mitted by this apparatus and were picked up
at the other end of the
hall by a receiver. This
consisted of a. similar

oscillator, but in this

case, instead of a spark
gap, a coherer was
placed between t h e

The author. third from right in back row, during his period as wireless telegraphist

to the Khedive of Egypt. The photo was taken on the Royal yacht " Mahronssa."
two rods.
By adjusting the
length of the receiving rods to be approxi- addition to the large receiver, a small one
mately the same. as those of the transmitter, complete with relay and bell, so made up
the resonance between the two oscillators that it could be passed round among the
could be obtained.
audience. In such a case, of course, there

The coherer was connected in the circuit of
the relay which in turn
operated an electric

bell set to vibrate at a

was being passed from hand to hand, the

fairly high speed. After
the general principle of

results were very effective.

plained, with the aid

thrown on to the screen,
the Morse characters

It is difficult for the modern listener,
satiated with the delights of high quality
broadcast reception, to realise the thrill
we gained from the ability to make Morse
signals by wireless and to receive them,
particularly from a distance. The three -

written beneath the
words, so that the audi-

electrode valve was, of course, not available,
nor even then invented, our reception
depending almost entirely upon the crystal.

wireless had been ex-

of a number of lantern
slides, a melodramatic
distress message was

for each letter being

ence could see both
the words and the
corresponding Morse.

These Morse signals
Turkish refugees taking a last look at home from the Khedive of Egypt's
yacht during the Balkan War.

no possible wire connection
between the two pieces of apparatus, and as
the bell rang out clearly while the apparatus

could be

were then slowly tapped

out on the key of the

Amazing Crystal Results.

In order to get the best and most delicate

adjustment, crystal holders were of the most
elaborate fully adjustable kind. With very

good crystals and a carefully -made tuner
we

could receive Morse signals
(Continued on next page.)

from

CS3

......

41t
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MY RADIO CAREER.
ff

(Continued from previous page.)

whole country there were only two schools
teaching wireless telegraphy. A new wireless
company (now extinct) had a vacancy ; the
De Forest wireless agency in

sidered possible in these days.

About this time I visited one of the
modern engineering exhibitions at the
Horticultural Hall, Westminster, where a

wireless demonstration was being given by a
telegraph school, the apparatus having been
lent by the Marconi Company. The demon-

stration was, of course, mainly given with
the object of obtaining pupils for the school,

and the way I loitered around that exhibit
must have given alarm to the proprietor,
who doubtless feared that if not watched I

might make off with anything portable.

At this time I was a clerk in a city office, and

had I given as much attention to business
in daytime as I gave to wireless at night,
I should doubtless by now be numbered
among what, I believe, are called " captains
of industry." As it was, I would have given
a great deal to be able to throw up the job
at once and start in the new profession, but
I could not afford to do so. However, where

there is a will there is a way, and as my
chief need was instruction in telegraphy,
and the practical manipulation of ships'
wireless sets rather than in the theoretical
side (in which I was already fairly well

the Marconi Company were
taking on men from time to
time. The Marconi Company's
pay was the worst of the three,

" security of tenure," and so,

towards the end of 1910- I
joined them and was immediately drafted to Liverpool.

.Wireless operators who

grumble at the conditions of
the service to -day would be
interested to hear that when I
joined the pay was five shillings

a week for the first two trips,
uniform being provided by the
company, this princely salary
being raised to fifteen shillings
a week on the third trip !
A Wireless "Scoop."
I can vividly remember

setting out in the early days
of December, 1910, on what
was actually my first sea trip
of any kind ! It will be as
well, perhaps, to draw a veil.
over the first few days, but
in the interests of -accuracy

it should be noted that the

classes while carrying on my ordinary work
during the day,

fishes
for !

Not Many Vacancies !

rough, the ship was light, and
we made for Hamburg, where

for wireless operators was great. Compara-

tively few ships were fitted, and in the

SAVED $31,000 BY
DIVERSION TO HALIFAX

but it seemed to offer more

versed), I managed to take a course of evening

I shall never forget the relief I felt when
I obtained my Postmaster -General's certificate for proficiency in 1910 and was able to
say good-bye to office work. At this time,
of course, neither the demand nor supply

receiving the message at the time I did,
I had been the means of saving $31,000,

this country had also one or
two jobs going ; and, of course,

distances which would scarcely be con-

is reproduced herewith), I realised that by

were not unprovided

The weather was cold and

we stayed a week loading
sugar-raw beet sugar of the
rawest and most objectionable kind.
We then left

The Steamship Monmouth Saves Great Sum
of Money in Customs Duty by Coming to
Halifax and Reaching Here Before
the End of 1910.
Bad the Steamer Been Allowed
to Proceed to St. John
'Twouid Have Been
Too Late,

The Monmouth's Cargo of 5,000

Teas of Sugar Came is al
British Preferential
Tariff Rate.
Thirty-one thousand dollars was
saved by the St. Lawrence Sugar re-

finery, of Montreal, by diverting the
steamship Monmouth from St. John
to Halifax on Saturday.
The Monmouth had a cargo of
5,000 tons of raw cigar from Hamburg to be transhipped from St. John
to Montreal, but had the steamer

been allowed to continue on' to St.
John the voyage could not have
been
completed by midnight of
December 31st.

In that case the auger would have
been entered at customs In the year

The wireless was brought Into
requisition and the Monmouth was
ordered to come to Halifax instead
of St. John. She received the Message and this port was reached as
stated at eve o'clock on Saturday

afternoon.

She entered at the customs and
her freight of sugar will go forward

In bond to Montreal.
The duty on tbls sugar on Monday
would have been 83% cents per
hundred pounds. On Saturday. by vir-

tue of the British preferential tariff.
the duty was 52% cents, a saving of
cents on the hundred pounds,
equivalent to 531.000 an the cargo of
5,000 tons, contained in 25,000 bay.
31

THE PROPORTION
WAS NEEDED IN.119IS.

Of course, had the St. Lawrence

refinery allowed

title cane

nti.

go

against their Proportion of sugar us
he Imported under the rule allowing
them to Import [went), per cent. of
their 1911 annual melt from non British countries under the Britlah
preference they would have obtained
the lessened duty all the same, but

By diverting her to Halifax they wanted to have that full promired here at five portion independently of the Men Cffick Baum* afternoon.
mouth's cargo.
There was foam
1011.

the steamer

for it In 1910.

The Press " story " of a magnificent radio achievement in which
Mr. Harris took a leading part.

Hamburg for St. John, New Brunswick,
hitting such bad weather that on some days
we scarcely made any headway, the journey from Ham bur°. to Canada occupying
sixteen days ! The wireless
apparatus was of the crudest
kind.
Having no idea of what the

range of this set should be,

or over £6,000 ; for, by diverting the cargo
it was possible to land this cargo of sugar

before the end of the year, thus coming
under special preferential tariff.

Following this came a number of trips

across the Atlantic,

including

one of

great interest on an ice -breaking steamer
to bring the first cargo of paper from the

new " Daily Mail " paper mills in Newfoundland.

keeping my head glued to the
telephones. When we were a

About this time I exchanged ships with
Jack Phillips, who a little later went down
on the " Titanic," Phillips coming from a
Union Castle boat to mine and I going to
the Union Castle liner in his place.

coast, I was greatly excited to

The First Book.

or what I was expected to get

with it, I was always adjusting the transmitter and

long way off the Canadian
hear extremely faint signals
calling the " Monmouth,"
and, after a great struggle, I
managed to effect communi-

cation with the Cape Race
station and took a message
instructing the captain to
proceed, not to St. John, New

Brunswick, but to Halifax,

Nova Scotia.
About five o'clock on
Saturday afternoon, December 31st, 1910, we drew along-

side the quay at Halifax,
Nova Scotia.

There was

great excitement ashore, and

I noticed that immediately

one or two bags of sugar
Dlr, P. W. Harris, as he is to -day, at work in the well-equipped
" Wireless Constructor" laboratory at Wimbledon,

THE. WIRELIISE
BROUGHT SIBIP HERE.

were rushed ashore. Next
day, on seeing the " Halifax
Herald" (a portion of which

Many adventures as a sea -going wireless

operator followed, but whilst the life was

one of great interest, I felt that I was

losing touch with radio progress, and so
arranged to return to England. Shortly after-

wards I became an inspector, and still

later an instructor in the Marconi Company's
school in London. During the War period I
was almost exclusively occupied in training

operators for marine service, and to assist
in this wrote my first wireless book.

After the War I gave up commercial
wireless and devoted myself entirely to

editorial work, writing on wireless subjects,
wireless research, and designing wireless sets
for home construction.

As wireless is even more interesting to
me 'to -day than it was on the day that I
built my first receiver, I shall probably
continue the same occupation for a good
time yet

Popular Wireless, August
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TB*: last obstacle to the use of
.I.

This consists of two earth contacts
spaced some 30 to 40 ft. apart, connected by wires to the receiver, as in

portable sets has been removed.

No longer need you take out a

separate licence, as the P.M.G. has
decreed that the ordinary licence shall
cover the use of one portable receiver

Fig. 3, thus dispensing entirely with an
elevated wire.
Signals are then picked up from the
"earth" waves, and a careful choice of

by any member of the family anywhere in Great Britain. This im-

position often results in very good

portant concession should do much to
increase the popularity of radio out-ofdoors. Perhaps you do not realise the
scope for experiment in the open. You
can try out original ideas about aerial
and earth systems, which lack of space
at home makes impossible. Then there

reception. This interesting system is
well worth while trying out. An account
of some of my experiments on this line
was given in the March issue of MODERN

WIRELESS to which interested readers
are referred for fuller details. You will

require two sets of earth spikes of the

are many interesting experiments to
be carried out with kite and balloon

type described above, together with
some 40 or 50 ft. of insulated wire,

aerials, of which more anon.

ordinary 24 or 22 D.C.C. will do.

If you are to get the most enjoy-

ment out of your portable, be it large
or small, it is necessary to have all
your materials prepared ready for use
before you set out. Accordingly I am
going to give you some hints as to the
materials you will require, together
with a few notes op operation.

Kite Aerials.

Use a Tree.

" aerial " system is thereby reduced.
Another type of aerial system which
will doubtless appeal more to members

This system of reception is markedly
directional, and it is necessary for the

earth contacts to be set out so that a
line joining them points towards the

station you want to

receive.

An

aperiodic - coupled aerial coil gives

better results as the damping of the

The niost popular temporary aerial
for outdoor use is a length of insulated
wire thrown over the branch of a tree.

of the younger generation is the kite

It is one of the simplest and easiest
to erect, as a tree with a convenient

aerial.

branch is not at all difficult to find in

*-4.-----4-4-..-...--4-4-4---4.--4-4-4-4.-.....*

country is chiefly moorland, with no trees,

An interesting description of some
fascinating experiments open to all
possessors of portable sets.

most parts of the countryside. Those
who live in districts where the surrounding

have to adopt other aerial systems, con-

By J. ENGLISH.

cerning which I shall have more to say later.

For the tree -supported aerial you will
require a length of insulated wire : 30 to
it takes
50 ft. is enough for

Here we have quite a fascinat-

ing line of experiment, most extraordinary results being obtained when a large
kite with a very long wire is used. Unless

you are experienced in flying kites it is
+
+
+

wire over the branch of a tree, especially
if the reel is weighted with a few pieces of
lead.

Once over the branch, the wire is so
arranged that only the piece of rubber-

better to use a moderate -sized high -flying
kite of the aeroplane type, making the aerial

wire only a portion of the total length of

kite line.
Two or three hundred feet of strong cord
and to the end of this

one hundred feet of strong wire such as
No. 20 enamelled or " Electron " wire is
attached.

The kite should be flown so that

coverZd flex touches the tree. The aerial
wire can easily be wound up again if the reel
is held on a pencil through the centre hole,
a screw fixed on one of the flanges serving
as a handle for rotating the reel, as sketched
in Fig. 1.
The Easiest System.

up less room than the full length of 100 ft..
and makes quite an efficient aerial. Rubber -

covered flex is often recommended for a
temporary aerial as the covering insulates
the wire from the
branches

of

the

tree, thus dispensing with insulators.

However, this

kind of wire is much

too bulky and
heavy for use with

a small portable

receiver, and I

prefer to use a
length of No. 26

The earth connection will be the same
whatever form the aerial wire may take,
and the easiest system to set up is a length

of insulated wire merely laid along the
ground underneath the aerial, forming a
kind of counterpoise earth. This gives very
satisfactory results provided the earth wire

soldered to one end, and for easy insertion

in and withdrawal from the ground a

terminal head should be soldered to the

joined to the earth wire so that they can

The end of
this is securely
fastened to an ordinary wire reel big enough
to hold all the wire.

When unwound the reel forms a con-

venient missile for throwing the end of the

the kite is flying properly and steadily, the
aerial wire should be anchored by means of
an insulator to a stake driven in the ground,
leaving a few feet of wire for connection to
the receiver (see Fig. 4).

of thin copper or brass rod, even a brass
stair -rod will do, about 15 in. long. This
will be about the right length for carrying
inside most portables. A short lead is

end to a 6 -ft. length
of rubber - covered
flex.

the aerial wire is suspended in the air as
nearly vertical as you can get it. Once

A contact which is less bulky for transport
is an earth -spike. The handiest is, a piece

top, the other end of the rod being
sharpened. (See Fig. 2.)

joined at the free

SPIKE

EGJI.

is not shorter than the aerial.

enamelled wire,

or No. 24 - gauge

ii.krz/vek.

A more efficient earth connection is
obtained if you use three of these rods, all
be put in the ground about 2 or 3 ft. apart.
This gives a larger area of contact with the
ground.

If there are no trees on which to erect
your aerial, an interesting field of experi-

ment is open to you in earth -reception.

This type of aerial will give you results

surpassing anything obtainable on your

home aerial, especially on high ground.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

where to See it, will be broadcast irom
the Bournemouth Station by Mr. E.
Sydney Allen on Tuesday, August 20th.
5 G B's Children's Hour.

AN EPOCH - MAKING

Since 5 G B displaced the old Birming-

ham transmitter the added interest displayed in the local children's hour has

BROADCAST
5 GB's CHILDREN'S HOUR-RYDAL SHEEP -DOG TRIALS.

Ete., Ete.

+

I

*-4.-. 4-4.--4.-.--4-..-......-...-4-4.-...-4.-...-4.-4.*

THE running commentary on the great
race for the Schneider Trophy, of

which the first exclusive, information
was given in these notes some weeks ago,
is to be broadcast by 5 S W, the short-wave
station at Chelmsford, as well as from London, Daventry, and other stations through-

out the British Isles. The race, as most
people are aware, is fixed to take place on

been such as to make the officials, both in
the Midlands and London, sit up and begin
to wonder when and where this is likely to
stop. This applies not only to Britain, but
to Belgium, France, Italy, Norway, Austria,
and Holland, where correspondence shows

there are regular listeners who take the
keenest interest in the daily programme
arranged for the youngsters.

languages, French and Flemish, and the
Brussels station broadcasts a children's hour
only on Sundays, so that for the remainder

of the week the Belgian child has to rely

on what else he can get.
A few months ago the 5 G B Radio Circle

raised £1,000 to endow a cot in the Bir-

mingham Children's Hospital, and since then
another £400 has been received from profits
on the sale of Radio Circle badges and silver

paper, while the membership this year has
increased by nearly 11,000. It has been
decided to endow a second cot as soon as
the necessary amount is collected.
Rydal Sheep -Dog Trials.

For the third year in succession the B.B.C.

There may be several explanations for this,

the chief being perhaps that Continental
people are always ready to study our
methods, but there is also another which
attracts the Belgian child. Belgium has two

HILVERSUM CALLING.

will broadcast a description of the famous
Rydal Sheep -Dog trials, which are to take
place on Wednesday, August 21st. Hitherto
this broadcast has been available to only
Northern listeners, but on this occasion it
will also be relayed to London and Daventry.

The description will be given by Mr.

George Aitchison, Chairman of the Com-

Saturday, September 7th, over a 50 -kilometre

course between Cowes and the eastern end
of Spithead, and the compethig seaplanes,
manned by the world's best pilots, will cover
the course seven times.
The running commentary will .be given

mittee, and in additon to details of the

by Squadron -Leader W. Helmore and Flight-

gramme of
dances.

with an introductory talk giving a brief

Here and There in the Programmes.
Sundays, August 11th and 25th.-Concerts
relayed from the Kursaal, Ostend, for 5 X X

display of the clever co-operation between
dog and man which attracts thousands of

spectators to the glorious scenery of the
hills of Westmorland, there will be a pro

Lieut. R. L. Ragg, and will be preceded at
1.50, ten minutes before the race begins,

history of the race and details of the pilots
and machines.
The B.B.C., in co-operation with the
Royal Aero Club, is erecting a special hut
on the roof of the Pier Pavilion, Ryde, from
where the commentators will have a good
view of the race ; and their description

Thursday, August 15th.-Entertainment

Sunday, August 18th.-Regional broadcast for the North of a service from the

Cathedral Church of St. Peter at Bradford,
with an address by the Ven. Cecil Wilson,

municated by the judge, Col. Lindsay Lloyd,

Archdeacon of Bradford.
Sunday, August 18th.-The next religious

whose post will be situated alongside the

commentators.
The race is expected to finish at approximately 4.30 p.m., after which there will be

service in Welsh for Cardiff, Swansea and

5 X X listeners will be relayed from the
The chief announcer before the microphone at
the famous Dutch station at Hilversum.

This broadcast should be one of the most

thrilling programme items ever heard by
listeners, The B.B.C. is making every
effort to ensure a successful broadcast,

and the commentators,

engineers,

and

The last race for the Schneider Cup,

which was held at the Lido, Venice, in 1927,

was won by Flight-Lieut. ,Webster at a
speed of nearly 282 miles per hour, and
it is expected that this year the winner's

speed will be increased by an additional 60
miles.

The shores of the Solent form one of the

finest marine stadiums in the world, and

for the thousands of spectators, both on the

mainland and on the Isle of Wight, a
loud -speaker

system

will

be

installed

at numerous points from which the commentary as broadcast from 5 X X will be
given.

It is also of interest to South Coast lis-

teners to mention that a talk describing the

arrangements for the race, and how and

Calvinistic Methodist Church, Shilch, Aber-

ystwyth, at 6.30 p.m.

------
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By Dr. T. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

TECHNICAL NOTES.

programme staff will be busy on the spot
carrying out final details for several days
before the race. Hitherto broadcasts

from the Portsmouth area have been practically impossible owing to land -line difficulties, but these have now been overcome
by the installation of special lines through
the dockyard.

Shepherd

by the Gaieties Concert Party relayed from
the Princes Hall, Aquarium, Brighton.

minutes with the official lap -times com-

Schneider Cup Thrills.

including

and other stations.

will be interspersed at intervals of two

a summary of the event.

music

NEUTRALISING.
DAMPING-REACTION AND WAVELENGTH, USING S G.'s, ETC.

EVERYONE knows that the electrostatic
capacity between the electrodes of a
valve puts a practical limit to the degree of amplification which can be obtained
with the valve ; this is because the capacity,
not only between the electrodes but in the
conductors passing through the valve

design of the electrodes themselves and the
placing of the electrodes in relation to one
another and also by improvements in valve
holders and so on.
Damping.

Another way of attacking this problem

to introduce damping into the grid

holder, and also in the wiring, tends to

is

the degree at which oscillation is set up, and
this sometimes means that only a compara-

cation with the valve, so lowers the efficiency

bring about oscillation in the circuit when
the amplification is increased beyond a
certain point. The result is that the amplification must of necessity be kept below
tively small degree of amplification can in
practice be used.

These capacity effects have to some
extent been overcome by special design

of valves, particularly in regard to the

circuit by means of a resistance which may
be connected either in series or in parallel
with it; this, however, although it enables
us to use a much greater degree of amplifi-

of the Circuit that the result is often worse

than before-that is, from the point of
view of overall efficiency.

The signal strength with the damping
resistance is often less than it would be
(Continued on page 706.)
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REACTION
CEMENTS
The well - known regeneration schemes are interestingly

described, and one of the great but rather overlooked
advantages of the " capacity types " is brought forward,
By D. GLOVER.

obvious that the coupling
between these coils will

THERE are a number of ways of arranging a regenerative " feed -back "'from

the anode to the grid of a valve,

although most fall into two broad classes,

magnetic and capacity. Actually,
the Schnell, Reinartz, and other more or
less modern methods are combinations of
viz.,

capacity and inductive couplings.
Nevertheless, it is the rather loose prac-

tice to term these " capacity - reaction "
arrangements,

"magnetic regeneration "

generally being regarded as referring to
swinging -coil "system.

vary with variations of
the frequency characteristic of the grid
circuit, and that the actual inductance of
the coils will vary as with the varying
distances separating them.

With Reinartz or Schnell reaction the
only variation in the coupling constants
are the different frequencies to which the
grid circuit is tuned and the adjustment
of the actual reaction control which, in
both cases, takes the form of a variable

advantage over the Reinartz, in, that it

Batteries and Chokes.

such

Kendall and his department discovered the

Kendall Improved Reinartz circuit with
which just as much power is obtainable,

together with the other undisputed advanrages of " capacity " reaction.
Incidentally, this circuit also achieves a
remarkable constancy of reaction effects
over wide wave -length variations. Here a

wiring ;

Also, by making the hard-and-fast rule,
the danger of shorts occurring when H.F.

action " may not come amiss. The great
drawback in the case of "swinging - coil "

or L.F. units are brought into service is
enables the one set of vanes of both the

that the bringing in of a station necessitates a juggling between the two controls,

reaction condenser and the tuning condenser

the reaction control just as much. The
reason for all this is somewhat obvious.
The scheme comprises the coupling of a

An Important Advantage.

coil placed in series with the anode circuit

of the valve with the grid

coil.

It

is

to be " earthed " and so reduce the possibility of hand -capacity effects.

But the Schnell can hardly be said to

have this advantage over the "swinging coil " system because here you generally
have a control in the form of a long handle
froma coil holder. This long handle is

necessary in order that the coils can be

placed comfortably on the baseboard of the

set while, incidentally, it gets the coils
well away from the possible influence of
the hands.

Nevertheless, while I am prepared to

give the " swinging coil " every bit of the

credit that is due to an old and valued
friend, I would like to bring forward one
important aspect of many forms of -" capacity reaction " which I think has been
somewhat overlooked.

The Schnell, Reinartz and others of that
ilk isolate the anode circuit of the detector

valve from the H.F. component, leaving
this to deal only with L.F.
With a one-valver this is a very important

V

minus to earth being an easy

thing to remember and put in practice.

word or two in regard to " constant re-

this calling for a certain amount of skill.
Likewise, the tuning adjustments upset

With a multi-valver the " capacity "
scores nearly as much as it institutes a

barrier of goodly strength against the H.F.
getting through to the L.F. stages and so
producing instability and distortion.
You will notice that in one case I have
shown H.T. minus joined to L.T. minus,
while the other two diagrams illustrate an
H.T. minus to L.T. positive link.
The ." minus -to -minus " scheme is now
almost universally standardised. It does
not appreciably improve results, but it
has advantages.
For one thing, it tends to simplify

" punch " be obtainable. And this was
no doubt true until the researches of Mr.

plays havoc with the tuning adjustment so

It is all very well to say that you can
bypass the H.F. in the set by connecting
across the 'phones a fixed condenser, but
this is not a complete bypassing.
At
least, a -0005 or .001-mfd. condenser bypass does not constitute isolation such as
is given by the interposition of an H.F.
choke. If you could use a 2-mfd. condenser things might be different, but this
you cannot do.

The so-called Schnell circuit has an

This is the veteran and is a scheme that
still has many enthusiastic adherents who

reaction is that the reaction adjustment

touched.

condenser.

The Kendall Circuit.

claim that in no other way can

tuning point of view. The set is not sent
into oscillation or that DX station lost
when the 'phones or their cords are

advantage; for it means that the telephone
receivers cease to be " alive " from a

avoided.

Another point worth noting is that the
H.F. choke that figures in most of these
reaction arrangements need not possess

that extremely high order of

efficiency

that the use of such a component in certain
S.G. circuits demands. Nevertheless, the

choke must possess a certain degree of
quality or it will fail even in its simple
reaction duties.
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CHARGING L.T. BATTERIES.

-0--0-40-4.

----0-4,-.0-0-0-.0

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-With reference to the letter of Mr.

Grayling, published in your issue of July 13th, dealing
with the question of charging L.T. accumulators with

4 CORRESPONDENCE.

experience.

The charging of L.T. accumulators is extremely

of maintenance of L.T. current, in such circumstances, becomes a matter of much greater importance than happens with those more fortunately

;
4

THE " WHITE " PRINT SERIES BATTERYLESS
RECEPTION-

situated in regard to accumulator charging facilities.
Accumulators are generally recognised to be a con-

VERSUS

THREE ELEC-

Letters from readers discussing interesting and

primary battery has been overlooked.

such does in no way indicate that we associate

The suggestion of re -charging accumulators by
means of the primary batterieS may have emanated
from the generally understood' habit of assuming
that wireless receivers must have an accumulator
to supply L.T. current. This, however, is not the case ;
and to employ, say, Leclanch6 cells to charge accumulators is merely a waste of time and money, as the
former battery is quite capable, of working the receiver,

and with a battery of proper Capacity it will not only
give extremely long service but this service will be
eminently satisfactory ; and the reception obtainable

W.14.

f

TRODE, ETC.

venient and satisfactory method of supplying H.T.
current, but to any correspondents who know the
difficulty of charging accumulators, it appears that

topical wireless events or recording unusual_
experiences, are always welcomed ; but it must

the simple alternative of running direct from a

be clearly understood that the publication of

ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any

I responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.
4( -0-4-.0-0.
-0- *
near future there is every prospect of a perfectly
satisfactory battery working on the Leclanch6
principle being manufactured.
We welcome correspondence from any of your
,

has been found, as a result of experiments, to be
superior to that obtainable from the accumulator.
The loss of current in charging an accumulator
and then discharging it is, usually, with a small type,
about 30 to 40 per cent, and this valuable current

readers experiencing difficulty with L.T. supply, as it
is possible we shall be able to give them some definite
assistance.
Yours faithfully,

why employ an accumulator when the primary battery
is quite suitable for directly working the set. The

THE " WHITE PRINT " SERIES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

clanch6 cells with sac elements, weighing about 7 lb.

of " White Prints " come to a finish " for the present "

Da STANDARD. WET BATTERY CO.

(F. 0. L. Wens).

has all been taken from the primary battery.
The obvious answer is, why waste this current and

practical method of supply is to employ large Leeach.

On a 2 -volt receiver employing three valves and
taking '35 amps, this type of cell should last, on an

average of four hours' use per day, eight to nine
months before new elements, are required. In order
to maintain a voltage of, say, 1'8, which is that
usually best on the 2 -volt valve, two cells are required,
connected in series with a variable resistance of
10 ohms.

The resistance can be reduced from time to time
to make up for the reduced voltage of the two cells.

Dear Sir,-I feel I cannot let your splendid series
without a word of thanks; these are now really a
work of reference to the wireless " fan." I trust you
may find your way clear to continue same at an early
date ; also to issue them bound in book form for newcomers.

Would it be possible to give us a " Wrinkle and
Gadget " page to replace our loss. This to be conducted by readers sending hints and descriptions of
home-made accessories, payments for same to be
made by awarding popular components ?
Wishing you every success as the amateur's friend.
Yours faithfully,
Hunetanton.
E. NV`v-sit.
[ED. NOTE.-We have had a large number of letters

These facts for L.T. supply will no doubt be of
interest to wireless users living in remote districts
and in conditions where the charging of accumulators
becomes difficult.
On the question of the cost of maintenance of the

Leclanch6 cell for H.T. supply, it compares quite
favourably with that of the accumulator, and when it
is remembered that the battery does not require disconnecting for re -charging except at, say, intervals
of from eight to twelve months, its.usefulness should

of appreciation regarding our " White Prints," and
doubtless our correspondents will be interested to
learn that we are preparing another feature to take
their place. This will be of equal novelty and usefulness, and fuller details will be given as soon as possible.]

accumulator even where accumulator charging is

BATTERYLESS RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

company have been experimenting for some years

W. H. G. (Cambridge), what he describes is nothing
compared with my recent experience. I am operating
a six -valve receiver and a moving -coil speaker.

then compare very favourably with that of the
not difficult.
The drawback of the Leclanch6 cells is their weight
and bulkiness in a very large number of cases. This

past with a similar method of H.T. supply, and
although progress has been improved sufficiently
now to be able to supply satisfactory cells in cases,

where they are particularly wanted, the large
Leclanch6 battery is not yet perfected sufficiently to
place it on the market as a regular line, although in the

Dear Sir,-With reference to your paragraph re

I recently switched on my set and obtained the

usual results-viz. sufficient volume to fill a dance hall
with abiolute purity, etc. During the course of the
evening I tuned in various foreign stations at full loudspeaker strength. Results were quite O.K. Having

had my batteries in use for some time (I use super

THIS week I have " come up against it "
properly ; it is rather curious that
after my recent remarks on receivers in
metal screening boxes I should have met an
absolute defeat by one with a metal panel !

I decided to make, for my own use, the
world's, best receiver, all resplendent with
metal panel, special condensers, special

coils and all kinds of luxuries.

Having

finished soldering, on the hottest day ever
let loose, I rigged up the whole thing for
test, and found it working quite well but
for the most terrific hand -capacity effects
I have ever come across.

SHORT-WAVE
I

NOTES.
ByW. L. S.

since even touching the earth terminal
makes the set oscillate. With my old set
back on the bench everything is normal.
Incidentally, the earth connection is quite

O.K.
On making a careful reckoning of the pros

Pentode or 2 L.F.?
I had only to put my hand near the metal
panel (connected direct to L.T. and earth)

and cons (at least, all of them that I could
think of) I came to the conclusion that a
detector and pentode set is more worth

withdrawing it the set just slid nicely out of
oscillation. Quite a nice reaction control,

any form of detector and two straight L.F.
stages. In cost there is little to choose ; in

to start the set oscillating quite hard. On

but hardly convenient! I thought the

trouble might be caused by H.F. in the headphones, and accordingly put H.F. chokes in
series with each side. This had absolutely
no effect whatever.

I am still at a loss to spot the trouble,

down, I checked them with an expensive moving -coil
voltmeter.

I found my H.T. was down to three volts, my

L.T. BATTERIES.
S.G.

batteries for. H.T.), and thinking they may have runaccumulator registered exactly 21 volts instead of 4,
and the battery across my M.C. speaker was dead.
Can you account for the wonderful results I
obtained ?
Yours faithfully,

CHARGING

Leclanch6 batteries, we think your correspondents
interested in this subject would like to hear of our
difficult in certain districts where the usual charging
plant or electric mains are not available. The question

*

while to the short-wave enthusiast than

filament and H.T. consumption there is
also very little in it.
On the other hand, while distinctly good
amplification is obtained on weak signals, a
much quieter background is obtainable.

In addition, we have the advantage of

B. GLADSTONE.

S.G. VERSUS THREE ELECTRODE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Being a constant reader of " P.W." these

last five years, I at last ask you to allow me to encroach on your valuable space just to pass a little
comment on what I consider a most interesting
subject, that is H.F. amplification.
My principal reason for bringing this subject to
mind is that since the entry of the S.G. valve into
the market, everyone seems to think of the three electrode valve as being of no use for H.F. work, just
because it has not an amplification factor near that
of the S.G. valve.
Well, from my experience of both types of valve I

still prefer the old neutralised three electrode, and
consider that the S.G. has got to be improved a lot
before it can, in my opinion, give the silent background of. the " neut,"
Having compared the reaching -out properties of
both the S.G. valve and the ordinary neutralised
three -electrode valve, I don't find a vast difference.
If the H.F. wiring is carried out as it should be
and reliable H.F. transformers incorporated, there is
not a thing wrong with the three -electrode valve for
H.F. work.

Another thing I want to refer to in passing is,
why do people use such an expensive valve as an
S.G. for rectifying purposes, when for 10s. 6d. they
can get excellent rectifier valves ? Perhaps imagination is to blame here.
Yours truly,
-

Omagh.
.

R. L. GRAY.

"SHAKE OFF DULL SLOTH."

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir -Following " Ariel's " remarks in a
recent " PAY." re " Fans " selling their beds and
buying components, I would like to say that it is
well worth while to "shake off dull sloth " in the
mornings just to see what is on the air. For instance,
this morning I heard 8 X A L Cincinnati, W 6 X N
California, and 3 K 2 M E Sydney. The latter was
talking to Suva. Fiji. Suva was very badly jammed
by C W and could not be understood. Last Saturday
morning I heard an excellent relay of the All Blacks
v. N.S.W. Rugger match from the Sydney Cricket
Ground, this was from 2 B L, and the reception was
excellent,

During the interval the Sydney studio
gave out the news bulletin, two of the news items
I heard from there were contained in the morning
paper which I read half an hour later. By the way,
could you try and get " P.W." to publish an authentic
list of S.W. stations. The above stations, 2 M E
and 2 B L, announced their wave -lengths as 28.5
and 31.25 (2 F C) respectively, whereas the S.W.
list, published recently, gave them as 31.28 and
32.5. Suva is working on 20.05 m.
A new station, 3 X A L, has also lately been testing
In the early morning on about 24 ni., and comes
in with a rare punch.
Yours faithfully,

Uxbridge.

HENRY E. RANDALL.

economy in space and a smaller amount of
wiring, which, in themselves, are, of course
advantages.
Atmospherics on short waves are rather
puzzling at times. When quite a severe
thunderstorm was going on not more than

six or seven miles away I recently found
atmospherics strong on 20 metres, almost
unnoticeable on 40 metres, and unbearable
on the broadcast wave -lengths.
Tick -Took Trouble.

The suggestion by a correspondent a week

or so ago that my curious " ticking " interference was due to an electric clock was, I
think, correct. I have not yet traced the
offender, but his suggestion seems so
absolutely obvious that it is almost certain
to be right. I cannot think what I was doing
myself to have overlooked this possibility !

How many readers situated on or near

main roads have noticed that cars with coil
ignition cause twice as much noise as those
with " maa." ? All the cheap and medium-

priced American cars are bad offenders,
whereas small British cars can hardly be
heard at all.
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TRACKING
TIPS
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4' Simple faults can be extremely
difficult to track-unless you know
where to look for them. Some

fT

practical experiences in fault finding are told in this article.
By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.
t
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TO those who have even the slightest
acquaintance with matters electrical the
wireless set of to -day is a very simple
affair, easily kept in perfect working order ;

but it must be remembered that there aro

thousands of people to whom the receiving
set represents simply a means of obtaining
entertainment-just that and nothing more.

To them everything within the cabinet
is a complete and utter mystery, to say
nothing of the aerial, earth, batteries and
loud speaker. With the ordinary set there
are quite a number of queer little things
that they can do or leave undone, and it is

astonishing to find how often they manage
to achieve what the designer of the appara-

tus flattered himself was an absolute impossibility !
Bad For The Battery !

Like me, you have possibly made quite

are quite a number of ways in which valves
can be blown up ; if they are in opposition
they are few.

Next we must obviously avoid the disconnected lead and we must make it next
door to impossible to disconnect the battery
wires from the receiving -set end. The best
tip that I know is to remove all milled nuts

from the receiving set and to clamp down
aerial, earth, battery and loud -speaker con-

nections with hexagon nuts turned firmly
home with a box spanner. The milled
nuts may then be replaced for the sake of
appearance if desired. All battery leads

should certainly be tagged, but it avails
little to have lettered tags all of the same
shape, size and colour. Something more

striking is called for in order to catch even
the most unobservant eye. Coloured leads
and coloured tags save a world of trouble.
And the same colours must appear on the

a long journey in response to an urgent
summons only to discover that a high-ten-

its socket by the kitten ; you have no doubt
come across the " complete breakdown "

caused by the disconnected aerial or the
closed earthing switch ; it is more than
likely that reversed battery or aerial and
earth connections have come your way ;
not improbably you have made the acquaintance of the standard capacity hightension battery serving a four -valve set

process of leaving the wander plugs in

position and undoing the terminals at the
back of the set. Then " just to make them
look nice and tidy," the leads were neatly
rolled up with the bared ends in close contact. Strange to say the set simply would
not work when the battery was called 'upon
to do duty once more !
Mysterious Silences.

There are quite a number of ways in

which existing apparatus may be made less

likely to indulge in mysterious attacks of
silence.

In the first place I would strongly

advise the constructor, the donor, or the
installer to see that the wiring is such that

worked gently into the average socket.
Efficient Connections.

It will not cut a full thread but will make
one deep enough to engage the male thread
of a piece of 4 B.A. studding.e Cut off a
short length, screw it into a socket and put
on a nut to lock it in position. A suitable
length of flex, tagged at both ends, and two

more hexagon nuts, well tightened with a

box spanner, complete the making of a foolproof series battery connection. The grid

battery within the cabinet may be treated

in the same way.
Deal with the loud speaker as you dealt
with the receiving set : use hexagon suits

for the local station from somebody's having

" twiddled " the tuning dials and left them
in the wrong positions. If the dials are
of

the indicating pattern mark in the

correct setting for each station ordinarily
received. Otherwise make a list of the
settings and paste it inside the lid of the
cabinet.
First -Aid Hints.

Stuck also to the inside of the lid should

All wires should be well -insulated and everything

firmly fixed if a set is to be " fool -proof."

batteries at the appropriate points for connection.
Here is a scheme which (touching wood)

I have so far found completely successful.
Purchase red, green, white, blue and yellow
indicating discs, two of each. Stick a red

disc on to the top of the accumulator

case close to the positive terminal and a
green one beside the negative terminal.
If the case is of celluloid this can be done
with a drop of acetone; for a glass -cased
accumulator with a bitumen sealing use
Seccotine or rubber solution. Arrange a

the H.T. and L.T. batteries are not connected
in series.

white disc so that it surrounds the negative
socket of the high-tension battery.

of alteration is required in a bought or
existing set arranged for series battery

there be more :than two H.T. positive

This is a simple enough business when
making a set, and usually no great amount

Let a blue disc mark the lower H.T. +
tapping and a yellow the higher. Should

With the batteries in series there

tappings other colours-brown, purple and
so on-will be required.

wiring.

If the H.T.B. consists of two or more

units in series don't trust to wander plugs
for the connections. Here is a useful hint.
It will be found that a 4 B.A. tap can be

for holding down the leads that connect
the set to it.
Weak signals, or no signals at all, not
infrequently result in a set intended only

sion wander plug had been pulled out of

which was last renewed two years ago.
The prize instance in my own recollection concerns a 100 -volt large capacity
H.T.B. During the spring-cleaning operations this was disconnected by the simple

No one but a colour-blind somnambua wrong battery

list can now make
connection.

be FIRST -AID HINTS, which may be
divided into two sections headed " Complete Silence" and " Poor Strength."
Under " Complete Silence " write :

1. Is the aerial switched on ?
2. Are d// the battery wires connected
to the proper points ? .

3. Is the tuning correct ?
and under " Poor Strength " put:
1. The accumulator should last about
at each charge.

When was

it last recharged ?

2. The high-tension battery should
months. When
last about
was it last renewed ?
3. Is the earthing switch quite clean ?
4. Have you verified the tuning ?
These hints refer chiefly to battery operated receiving sets. The reader will

easily see for himself how they may be'
adapted to meet the requirements of
inexperienced users of mains -driven equipment.
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Antipodes Adap'FHB"
tor " is rather too

well known to require much of a formal

introduction, at least such
would seem to be true as

far as readers are concerned who have been
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ODES ADAPTOR:

2Zz1929

" regulars " since the be-

But it is now 4 little

more than twelve months

" P.W." has found many
friends, it would
perhaps be advisable to
commence by devoting a
paragraph or so to a brief

A certain amount of

care will

be

necessary

when making the dial in

order to ensure that the
extension handle comes
flush against the circular

drive at any position of

the condenser.

The " Antipodes Adaptori" 'brings Australia
within the reach of all- andain this, the 1929

Here is seen the new version complete with coils and valves.

arrangement were
twofold, for not only did it enable shortwave stations to be received on the ordinary broadcast receiver for a very small
n

outlay, but also it enabled use to be made of

the existing set amplifiers when receiving
on the " ultra shorts."
So much, then, for what the " Antipodes
Adaptor " really is, or, rather, was, and

now we come to the present model-the
1929 version, and this is where all you

Valve Barts. and honourable members of
the -" H. A. C." (Heard All Continents !)
sit up, so to speak, and take special notice.

What is there so very much different

between the new model and the one first,
published to warrant the. inelusion of an
extra valve ? The answer is purely and
simply results !

For- a considerable while I have been

experimenting with a circuit using a separate
reactor valve for short-wave reception, and

the results obtained under these conditions
leave absolutely no doubt in my mind that

there are definite advantages in using a
separate valve for reaction purposes on
shot t waves.

version of the popular " P.W." Unit, the

But using a separate
valve for the purpose of
obtaining reaction, there

is no limit other than
that of the makers to
the voltage applied to

("P.II." Technical ,Yolf )

3 L 0 with the 1929
" Antipodes Adaptor "
under very adv er se

valve, and the vol-

reactor valve can be
reduced to as low as

owing to the difficulties of obtaining smooth
reaction control when using a valve for the

to obtain perfectly
smooth reaction
without interfering

it has a high voltage on the anode, but
dual purpose of detecting and reaction,
this high voltage scheme becomes imprac-

ticable, and it is rarely possible to use
much more than 40 or 50 volts H.T. with
any degree of success.

Despite the fact
that, the extra valve
has been included in
the new adaptor, the
actual operation is

Az

15 or 20 volts in order

no more difficult than

with the original

FOR PowyreR

detector.

As I explained
previously, the practical results obtained

two, controls to

arrangement h a v e

contraption projecting from the front of
the new design ?

reactor valve on

Now, regarding the construction of the
new " Antipodes Adaptor," a complete list

and perhaps I need only mention as a

concluding remark to this part of the
construction that the hole into which the
wooden extension arm is fitted should not
go right through the wooden upright.
(Continueil on next page.)

certainlyis not a joke.
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would not under any circumstances do away
with my " Heath Robinson " slow-motion,
anti -capacity tuning control !

the rim of the wooden disc, as shown in
the drawing. In most other respects the
drawing will be found self - explanatory,

Well, first of all, for

in using a separate

-I

I have no doubt that for those who feel
so inclined, an ordinary slow - motion dial
will answer quite well, but personally I

dial may slip in places.
In this connection it i.e a sound scheme
to stick a piece of fine glass - paper round

those who may feel
inclined to laugh, it

definite advantages

CARDBOARD

Simple Construction.

row limits, but it is essential to see that
the circular piece of wood marked B in
the drawing is quite round, otherwise the

But stay, what is
that weird -looking

that there are very

THICK

To be precise, it is the outcome of considerable thought in the direction of the elimination of hand -capacity, and, crude though it
may look, it answers the purpose intended
exceedingly well.

handle.

grounds for thinking

A

course, take up the

model, and, in point
of fact, there are, as
before, only just the

in any way with the
efficiency of the

given me strong

BENT Whve

only one L.F. stage, I
have found it possible
to receive 7 L 0 and
conditions.

tage on the actual

Results tend to indicate that a detector
valve is more sensitive as a detector when

The metal spring will,

of

slack within certain nar-

short waves, and using

the anode of the detector

Regulating Reaction.

The " panel " consists of an ebonite strip held in position by wooden supports.

efficiency has been greatly increased without
any additional tuning complications.
Designed and Described by G. T. KELSEY.

with the two -valve

C

exception of the " dial,"
and even this should be
a comparatively simple
matter if made from the

L.T. switch, and the slowmotion " machinery."
Dial " Don'ts."

description of the purpose
of the adaptor.
aeparate Reactor.
The " A.A." in its
original form consisted of
a simple single -valve unit
designed to plug into the
detector socket of any existing straight set, thereby
turning it into an efficient
short-wave receiver.
The advantages of such

5o

difficult, with the possible

panel drawing, proceed
by fitting the tuning and
reaction condensers, the

new

GL.OED

which can be called very

(notice I use quotation
marks !) in the manner
shown in the back -of -

since during that time

1R

article, there is nothing

mounted up the "panel"

since the publication of
the original adaptor, and

..

given elsewhere in the

details given in the
drawing.
Having
therefore

ginning of 1928.

SOLDERED

of the parts for which is

2ve

2 3/4s

GLASS PAPER
GLUED ROUND
EDGE_

4C-----SR.O,A6Y COPPER,

=
=
=

=

1 '0003 variable condenser, plain
type, not slow motion (Form°,
Lissen, Lotus, Igranic, Button,
Ormond, Raymond,
Bowyer -Lowe, Iffility, etc.).
1 .0001 or -00015 reaction eonCyldon,

denser (Raymond, Lotus, Lissen,
J.B., Cyldon, Utility, Burton,
Ormond, Bowyer -Lowe, Dubilier,
etc.).

(Magnum,

From these details, no difficulties should be encountered in the construction of the special dial.

mounts (Lotus,

Raymond,
Wearite, Ready
Magnum, etc.).
1 Fixed condenser, .0001 mfd.
(Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Igranic,
Goltone, Clarke, Magnum,
etc.).
1 .0003 condenser with 1 ordinary

and 1 insulated clip for leak, 2
megohms, or separate grid -leak

2 Short-wave or all -wave chokes

holder (Dubilier, Magnum, Clarke,

Bowyer -Lowe,

Wearite, etc.).
1 Neutralising condenser, baseboard - mounting type (Magnum, Bowyer - Lowe, Bulgin,
Igranic, etc.).

X515

2 Single - coil

1

Lissen, Goltone, T.C.C., Igranie,
etc.).
Fixed condenser, .0005 (Lissen,
Igranic, Goltone, Dubilier, Magnum, Clarke, T.C.C., etc.).

=--

2 Sprung -type valve holders (Benjamin, W.B., Igranic, Lotus,

B.T.H., Pye, Forme, Marconi phone, Wearite, Redfern, Mag-

E

f:

num, Ashley,Bowyer-Lowe, etc.).

1 L.T. " on -off " switch (Lotus,
Igranie, Lissen, Bulgin, Magnum,

Burton, Wearite, Ready Radio,
Raymond, etc.).
Strip of ebonite, 12 in. x 1 j in.
Terminal strip with two terminals,
Glazite, and flex for wiring, crocodile clip, valve plug of the
type used in conjunction with
gramophone pick ups, wood,
screws, and the parts for the dial.

1 Baseboard, 14 in. x 9 in.

No cabinet is used for this adaptor. and in consequence neatness of wiring is an important po
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Despite the fact
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actual operation is
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two, controls to
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way that the one from
the L.T. switch is
joined to L.T. plus of
your existing set when
the plug is inserted

tector valve socket.
Having

completed

the wiring and the

and general layout are so very simple.

the insertion of suitable coils and valves
the unit is all ready

There is one point, however, which calls
for special mention. In order to obtain
the most sensitive results from the detector

valve, it is necessary 'or the grid return

1

into the present de-

With the aid of the back -of -panel drawing

you cannot go very far wrong in the main
constructional work, since the wiring

/2"

connections to the
plug adaptor, with

Y,02,

for testing.

First remove the detector valve from

and if your present receiver has any B.F.
stages, proceed by removing these valves,
one of which can probably be used in the

to the valve socket thus vacated. Place
the detector valve (preferably of the H.F.
type) in the detector socket of the adaptor

The most suitable valve for the reactor
position is not at all critical, and if you
happen to be in the fortunate position of

to go to L.T. positive, which means to say

Valves and Coils.

that there is a right and wrong way in which
to connect the filament circuit to the
adaptor plug.

your set and join the plug from the adaptor

The flex leads from the actual adaptor
should be connected to the plug in such a

reactor position.

having spare valves, the
best course would be to-

,0

find
find

a valve by experi;

ment.
The grid coil (the fixed
one) should be a five -turn

11111'

plug-in short-wave coil,

-000/ Al/dOGE7/PEAC : CONDENSER

and the clip-the best

position for wl;ich will

I TSWIrCH

have to be found ultimately by experiment-

0

0

can, as a start, be attached
to the centre turn. For

"1

reaction, again the most
suitable size is a matter

for experiment, but in
most cases a four -turn coil

MFO

F

will answer the purpose.

With the aerial joined

to A2 (the terminal on the
neutralising condenser),

the earth to its appro-

priate terminal, and the
'phones to the output
terminals of your existing
set, all is ready for testing.
Curing a " Plop."
Wit h, roughly, 30 volts

on the reactor _valve and
anything up to 12Q on the
detector, slowly advance
the reaction condenser
and note whether the set
can be made to. oscillate.
If reaction is present, but
"ploppy," try readjusting
the voltage on the reactor
and altering the setting of
t h e neutralising c o n -

1/ r-1, REAC roR
G

REACTOR

VALVE

S.14(11.p.CHOKE

DererroR
.000.5
NE.O.

0

0
REACTION

FOR CLARITY

denser.

(CONDENSER.

If you are unable to

6910 COIL

CHOKE

WIRES ARE
51-IEWN L.% rwtsTED

NEC/TRIM/5/HG

obtain a reaction effect,
try reversing the leads to
the reaction coil holder, a
higher anode voltage on
the reactor, and, if necossary, a larger reaction

e

coil or another valve' in

3Aleo.

the reactor position.

.4(

W/RING D/ACRAM.

Further helpful notes,
together with some indi.
cation as to where to find
the stations and the use
for the A2 terminal, will

EARTH

be given in an early issue
of POPULAR WIRELESS.
Meanwhile, you will be
VI24

able to carry out tests for
yourself.
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K.C. CONDENSER
With knob, dial and slowmotion device,
1 2/.
moos or moos -

as a table -lamp!

Without knob, dial,
slow-motion device,

m003 or 2/.
moos

-

gm -7==r
K.C. DRUM CONTROL
CONDENSERS
With Drum Control and

/6

slow-motion device,
-0003 or '0005
Triple K.C., each

This "EKCO"-LECTRIC

STRAIGHT THREE is the very
latest in modern radio. Plug the

condenser m003 or 38/6
Triple K.C.
binations

" EKCO " Adaptor into the nearest
electric light or power socket, and
switch on-that's all ! And, when
you have tired of radio programmes, connect the gramophone

Comof AA)

Mo03 and '0005

AI\

CONDENSER
MIDGET
A small variable condenser for
panel mounting '00005,8/6
.0.. or .0002 -

pick-up to the sockets provided

and amplify your records-the

super -power valve gives ample
volume to operate a moving -coil
loudspeaker. The attractive all steel fool -proof cabinet is finished
to resemble grained leather. Ask

your dealer for a demonstration,
or write to us for full particulars.

D.C. £16
A.C. £18

:
:

10
10

:
:

0
0

Complete.
There are also "EKCO" All -Power Units, eliminating batteries,
accumulators and grid bias. D.C. from 5 57 : 6. A.G. from
Rio 17 : 6, complete.. "EKCO" 1-1.T. Units, eliminating H.T.
Batteries. D.C. from 57/6. A.C. from 73/6 complete. L.T.
:

Toreador Screen -Grid Four "
I This set incorporates the latest
,developments in Receiver de- t
:sign-toll constructional de -1

tails free on request.

:

Unit, A .C. only 0 :15 : o.
on Easy Payments.

"EKCO" products are obtainable

E. K. COLE. LTD. DEPT. A, " EKCO " WORKS, LEIGH -ON -SEA.

DUBILCONDENSIERSER

`RCS -LIEU

VARIABLE

t

If unobtainable from your
dealer, write direct to us
giving his name and address.

51111kABSIF0'-THRIEIC
Dubilier Condenser Co. (T923),

Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria

Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.

1,Mf,,01.0

0249/V
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

ested and
Found-?
Also, this meter has a high
order of accuracy within the
practical limitations of its necessarily compact scale.
Louis Holzman also sent us a

sample of a new type of Hydra
condenser which is cased in a
bakelite moulding. The conBATTERY INDICATORS.

MESSRS. PETO AND RADFORD

point out that a satisfactory arrangement of accumulator gravity floats

can hardly be devised without infringing
their well-known patents. They wrote us
subsequent to seeing a report on this page
on gravity indicating balls which amateurs
can themselves insert in accumulators.
FROM LOUIS IIOLZMAN.

denser itself is non -inductively
wound and is stated to be con-

nected

in

a

novel

manner, patented by
Hydra. Hydra con-

but the one with which I am dealing is

vitally a primary one.
In the Brown Vee " -Unit we have the
latest attempt at achieving uniform sensitivity. Here the poles of the electro-magnet
are concentrated into V form and a V-shaped

armature is arranged to fall within the
space so formed. In this way the armature
operates in a very intense magnetic field,
and a uniform translation is achieved.
The idea itself is not a new one, but it is

the first time that I have seen it in the

practical form introduced by Browns. The

whole thing looks very simple but on
examining, it one must not fail to pay a
Iniiiiiiiiiitiliallialilinuliliiiiiiitlanaluilalliiiiimmilimiu

=

-2
.77.

..E.

LI

2-

densers are, of course,

of world-wide repute

7±7

and our own experience

-..7.

has shown them to be
thoroughly
reliable.

=

They can with every
degree of safety

be

=
Traders and manufacturers are invited ==
to submit radio sets, components, and g.
accessories to the " P.W." Technical -tDepartment for test. All tests are
carried out with strict impartiality E.
under the personal supervision of the
Technical Editor, and readers are .asked to note that this weekly feature
is intended as a reliable and unbiased :=.

.

guide as to what to buy and what to
avoid.

E.

1111111111111111111111111111111111innimmilimminimuminimul

Everyone welcomes a change now and
then, ,and if for no other reason than this,
variations from conventional design in
radio apparatus can be pleasing. Certain
models'. of the " Crescent " meters which

incorporated in mains
units.

tribute to the ingenious designer, who has so
cunningly disposed his " lines of force."

THE BROWN " VEE "

The price of this Brown " Vee " Unit is
25s., and a cone chassis is available at 15s.

are handled by Louis Holzman, for instance,

The simplest kind of
sound -reproducing ap-

are distinct departures from the ordinary
and, as well as their attractive appearance,
they have the advantage of being compact
as.panel-mOunting instruments.

We were recently sent a sample of the
type 'No. 351, which provides readings of
0-240 volts and 0-60 milliamps. It is particularly suitable for use in a mains unit,
as it has a resistance of 70,000 ohms total
in its voltage winding, while its milliampere

UNIT.

paratus consists of an
electro-magnet placed
in close juxtaposition
to a diaphragm. This
diaphragm being made
of iron, electrical vi- The " Crescent " Meter.

brations passing

through the magnet cause it to be vibrated
by virtue of the varying electro-magnetic
pull on it.
And this, [incidentally, is
practically the way most
telephone receivers operate.
Loud speakers, too, for many
years adopted this simple system with merely the addition

of an amplifying horn, and
even to -day there are a few

survivors, but the scheme
labours under one serious
disability.
For a given strength of

I would advise " P.W." enthusiasts to

obtain the complete assembly. The cone is
a nice, large, gold -coloured affair, and the

combination is a noteworthy one. You
want to fix it to a baffle -board or to a
cabinet in order that the ." Vee " Unit can
give you the fine reproduction of which it
is undoubtedly capable. You get plenty of
bass, and the higher register is bright and
pleasant. It can be -used equally well with
either a small or large set.

If- the constructor so desires he can
employ this new Brown loud speaker in
combination with any of these semi -free
edged diaphragms made of stiff paper which
have obtained much popularity.

We tested the " Vee " unit with such a

construction and found that the results were
very good indeed. The further advantage
of buying the chassis as well is, however, that

the whole makes a compact and rigid
assembly.

current flow in the electromagnet the magnetic pull on

the diaphragm or armature
(should one of these intervene
A special light-weignt Marconi outfit specially designed for club
and private aeroplanes. It only weighs about 60 lbs.

windily is of the usefully low order of

approximately 4 ohms.
There are two little buttons on the instru-

ment and you press one for voltage and

the other for current readings. The needle

runs up' and down the scale, the effect
being similar to that of a " thumb control "
scale, except that the scale itself is stationary.

A small screw at the .back of the

meter enables the zero setting sharply to be
adjusted. The price of the instrument is
very reasonable, and we consider 'it forms
very good value for money,

between the diaphragm and
the magnet) will vary very
considerably, as with the distance between the two

elements. In other words, when the diaphragm is some way away from the magnet

a very great deal more energy will be
needed to attract it than when it is close.
Therefore, it is

obvious that a true

representation in mechanical form of the

electrical impulses flowing through the

magnet cannot be obtained. The vibrations

of the diaphragm can only follow the

vibrations of electrical energy with absolute
faithfulness when the relation between the

two units is proportional at all positions.
There are, of course, other considerations,

The Brown " Vee " Unit and Cone Chassis.
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SPANY
RIVAL

STATIONS
Now the group of people operating RadioCatalana have launched out with the high power transmitter, and there are rumours
that some influential newspapers in Barce.
lona will help keep the pot boiling.
The second Barcelona transmitter belongs
to the Union Radio group. Union Radio
SPAIN, for the moment, is very much in
the eyes of the world. What with two
giant exhibitions and unrest of a
political nature now and then, we certainly

hear a lot about that

controls a number of Spanish stations.

*
Some interesting information rela- t
tive to Spanish broadcasting.

nation. By the time this appears in print,
readers will have had the opportunity of
hearing the Spanish stations much better
than hitherto. Barcelona has indulged in
two high -power stations, each, I imagine,
doing its best to drown the other's voice.

would stock British goods, they are good,
we appreciate them, but who can pay the
prices here ? "

So German, French and even American
manufacturers steal the markets. And I
am sure that American sets are no cheaper
than ours. The reason ? I don't know it,
and that is why I am mentioning this sad
fact in what I intended to be a cheery chat
on Spanish broadcasting. But to get back

amplifier at E A J I Union -Radio.

The listener in Spain has a rare old time
of it. He is supposed to be a good little

He has built the new transmitter according to his own patents, and

listeners register.
Few British Sets.

And the majority, that is, those that do
not register seemingly go scot free. The
Spanish stations, therefore, just rely on the
good humour of a small number of staunch
supporters. The advertiser, the man who
buys " air -space," pays the rest.

Spain has no radio manufacturing in-

dustry of its own, but I note that American
and German sets seem to flourish. I ran

round the whole of Barcelona, to all the

goes.

an

aerial

power
rated at
7,1

k

o-

transmitters.

The wavelengths are

none too
far apart,

The old transmitter at E A J I.

and the

transmitters are only about two miles one
from the other, both in or near the town,

so you can well imagine that selective sets
are at a premium in Barcelona.

has personally supervised the
construction. The aerial
power, according to the usual

formula in use in Western
Europe, he told me, was
10 kilowatts.
By the way, Radio-Cata-

.lana has quite a romantic
history.

The former 1 -kilo-

watt transmitter originally
was built to form a private
radio -telephonic communie 1.-

tion between Barcelona and
Majorca. The firm owning

the transmitter have a
branch on that island, and
desired a rapid and inexpen-

sive means of communication.

However, the Ministry of

dealers, and I did see a British transformer
or two, also several British loud speakers,
but that was all. It is a very sad thing to

Communications stamped out

quest in Yugoslavia, Switzerland, Hungary
and Czecho-Slovakia, and everywhere the
dealers smile and say : " Oh, we certainly

mitter into a broadcasting
station. That was in 1924.

have to say, but I have been on the same

Electric
Company,
and has

So there
you have
two giant

'developinct some excellent Spanish radio
patents, but' then promptly went bankrupt.
The chief engineer of the company and the
owner of the patents, quite a young man,
by the way, is now chief engineer of one of
the Barcelona high -power stations, RadioCatalana or E A J 13, as the call -sign

with a sigh, only very, very few good

Standard

How It Began.
Radio-Iberica ; this showed promise of

post office, and pay a fee of something like
four shillings or less for this privilege. But
as broadcasting officials in Spain told me

huiltby the

watts.

In the early days of broadcasting there

boy, and register his set at the nearest

no

state subsidies. The
new transmitter was

to our Spanish friends.

existed in Spain a company called the

Senorita Angeles Fernandez, who controls the

and it re
ceives

By A. A. GULLILAND.

bull -fight -loving

Union Radio also has to get its revenue as
best it can,

the bright idea as infringing
the state monopoly. So the
proprietor turned the transThe control panel at the Radio-Catalana station.
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AN EASILY MADE
COIL FORMER

First rule a scratch along the tube, * in.
from the seam and parallel with it. Next
cut a strip of paper 11 in. wide and of such
length that when wrapped round the tube
its edges just meet. Remove this paper
from the tube, measure it, and mark it -off
into six equal divisions by five equi-distant
pencil marks drawn parallel to each other
and to the narrow edges of the paper.
Wrap this paper round the middle of the
tube again with its two edges meeting at the

place where you have already mode the
scratch on the tube, and make a mark on
the tube exactly opposite each end of each
of the pencil lines on the paper.
Remove the paper, take a ruler, and, using

these marks as guides, make five more

scratches along the tube. All six scratches

will now be parallel to each other and
Details of a very useful device for constructors.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

THE " P.W." Loading

Coil will

be

familiar to all readers of this journal,
as it is incorporated in many standard
circuits, and also forms the nucleus of the
famous " Titan " coil. Normally the loading coil is wound on a piece of ribbed

ebonite tubing of 3 in. overall diameter
and n or 2 in. length, eight sets of slots
being cut into the ribs to accommodate
the windings.

The writer of this article has devised a
novel method of making the coil former

with very little trouble, and at a small
fraction of the cost of the ready-made
article. Further, no tools are required

turn over each of the two edges which are

to be joined, rendering them soft and

sticky. These edges should now be
brought carefully together and pressed into

contact with each other, then held in

position for a minute or two until hard and
firm.

The join can now be further improved

by a slight smoothing with the heated

For Use in the " Titan."

The surface of the tube itself will first
require to be lightly " smoothed over "

with the heated knife at this part, to render
it sticky, before sticking on the strip.
This strip is finally warmed and bent down

are softened and joined together-they

at right angles about
in. from each
end, so that the coil can be mounted in

It may be found at this stage that the
tube is not perfectly cylindrical, but this
can be put right by gently warming and

through the bentdown ends of this strip,

knife.

Note that the extreme edges only

should not be overlapped.

except a penknife, a pair of scissors, a ruler,
and the kitchen poker ! The material

19a.

position by two screws passing through the
outer tube of the " Titan " coil, and

nuts and washers being, of course, used on
the ends.
Before making these right-

angle bends, the actual

which the writer uses for construction of
the former is gutta percha sheet-a black
or brown substance resembling very stiff
indiarubber in appearance and feel, but

the very useful property

perfectly evenly spaced.,
If you wish to incorporate it in a
" Titan " coil, take the strip measuring
5 in. by 1- in., soften the central 2 in. or so,
and stick the strip carefully along the seam
of the tube, projecting 11 in. at each end.

diameter of the " tube " you

are going to use should be
measured, so that you will get

of

the bends in just the right place.

becoming soft and tacky when heated, and
of hardening again on cooling. In insulating properties this material is equal to

the slots in the strips which

possessing

The next stage is to cut

are to form the ribs. Each rib

will have eight slots, each
in. wide, s in. deep, and

ebonite.

Gutta percha may be bought at any good
indiarubber shop ; it varies somewhat in
quality, and if possible you should select the
stiffest. The thickness of the sheet should
be about if in. ; if it is thinner it will

* in. apart, a space of .f in.
being left at the ends.
When you have prepared
all six ribs in this way, the
next (and final) operation is
to fix these on to the tube.

not be sufficiently rigid and if it is much
thicker it will not be so easy to work. You
will require one piece of this material,
measuring 6* in. by 2 in. for the body of the
former, and six strips each measuring
2 in. by in. for the ribs.

You

Material Costs About 6d.

If you intend to use the loadi 0 coil as
part of a " Titan " coil you will also need
one strip 5 in. by t in. for mounting purposes.

These can all be cut from one piece

of gutta percha sheet measuring 10 in. by
3 in., which will weigh about one ounce
and will leave you with a little extra

material in case of accident. A piece of
gutta percha of this size will cost about
6d.

The first thing is to make the " body "
of the former-a tube 2 in. long and just
under 2 in. diameter. For this, take the
largest of the above pieces, warm it very
slightly in front of the fire until it is just
soft enough to bend, but not at all flabby

The completed former f tted with strips for use as a " Titan " toil.

bending it into shape. A convenient way

of softening the material is to heat the
kitchen poker (not too hot) and hold it
inside the tube for a few seconds, the
portion of the tube which requires softening

being held uppermost, as the heat rises.
Take care not to heat too strongly and be
very careful not to let the poker touch the
gutta percha. Another way is to soften
the tube in hot water.
Marking the Former.

or sticky, and bend it round so as to bring
the two short edges close to each other.

The next stage is to mark the positions
which the six ribs are to take on the tube.
This can be done by guesswork, but if you'
wish to have the former as neat as possible

penknife or kitchen knife and pass this in

the following method will enable you to get
perfectly even spacing,

Next, gently heat the blade of an old

have

already

made

scratches along the tube to

mark the positions which the
ribs are to occupy. You must
now heat the knife blade and
pass the blunt edge along the
whole length of one of these
marks, making a groove about

116

in. wide and very shallow.
Soften the " continuous " edge of one of

the ribs by passing the flat of the heated
knife along it, and carefully and gently
press this rib into position in the groove
that you have prepared. Both surfaces
should remain tacky for long enough to
enable you to carry out this operation.

Fix the other five ribs into position in

the same way, then smooth -off each joint
in turn with the slightly -heated knife blade,
taking this opportunity to make any, slight
corrections in the angle at which the ribs
project.

The former is now complete.

[En. NOTE :-Instructions for winding
the " P.W." Loading Coil are repeated from
time to time in " Radiotorial."]
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THIS
AIR GAP

if

MEANS

-

Less

recharging.
Longer
service.

Better
wireless.

THE SPECIFIED CHOKE.
The Igranic H.F. Choke is the proof that

an H.F. Choke need not be expensive.
best out of your Set-use an Oldham
GETAirthe
-Spaced H.T. Accumulator. It will save
you money because it seldom needs recharging.
Because each cell is separated from its neighbour
by an air space, Oldham H.T. Accumulators do not
discharge themselves. Electrical leakage cannot

pass the air gaps. As a result they hold their

And because electrical leakage is eliminated, they give that steady abundant supply of
H.T. current which is vital to your Set. See an
charge.

Oldham at your Dealer's.

OLDHAM H.T.
ACCUMULATORS
Extra Large Capacity
(5,500 milliamps.)
Per 10 -volt unit,
with
Complete
two plugs and
length of connecting cable.
Standard 10 -volt
Unit.
Capacity
2.750 milliamps.
trays
Wooden
extra if required.
Ask your Wireless Dealer about
them.

6f9.

5?6

Charge your
H.T. Accumulator
at home !

It is performance that counts.

The Igranic H.F. Choke was designed
solely to do all that an H.F. Choke
should do and to do it as well as possible.

That it is small in size and low in price
are incidental, yet important, additional
advantages. The fact that it is specified
so often by the technical journals is
further proof of its merit.

Whether you want a choke for use as a
choke or as an anode impedance in an
H.F. circuit, ask for Igranic and be sure
of efficiency.

If you have electric
light you can charge

If your dealer cannot

supply yolt please

your H.T. Accumulator

at home with the

write to Dept. R.125.

Oldham H.T. Charger.
It is simple, efficient,

has no moving partsnothing to wear outnothing to go wrong.
See them at your
Dealer's.

Price 5/-

IGRANIC SPRING WANDER
MORE

IGRAN1C "Q.M.B."

SWITCH. The " on
and off" switch

Fits all
where it's put.
Price 3d. each.
PLUG.

sockets and stays

you can trust.
Price 2/6.

I.T. ACCUMULATORS
OLDHAM & SON, LTD., Denton, Manchester.
London Off ice :40,Wicklow Street, King's Cross, W.C.1

Glasgow: 200, St. Vincent Street,
(%1 9735

A)141)1::Y.'
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WHY WASTE
MONEY

ON COSTLY H.T.

REPLACEMENTS ?
Standard Batteries are proved
sound economical H.T. Absolutely
reliable and efficient. Improve
reception and maintain a constant
pressure of non -sagging current
that eliminates " background."

Recharge
Self - regenerative.
themselves overnight. Voltage

maintained by replenishment of
elements at long intervals, when
battery is again ready for further
use. No other attention necessary. Neat, compact, simple.
THOUSANDS IN USE
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

TitSWin

e l A NC 4oi

PERMANENT H.T. BATTERIES

All Editorial communications to be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted -far publication. A stomped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.
All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H. Lite, Lig.,
4, Ludgate Circus; London, E.G.4.
The contructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a mew to improving the technique of wireless receivers. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world.
some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur
Work.

and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

Obtainable from Halford's Stores,
Curry's Stores, and all radio dealers,
on cash or deferred terms.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.
A QUESTION OF DAMPING.

G. M. P. (Bedford).--" Why is it that as

soon as I take the aerial lead off my set's aerial

terminal I get a very strong howl which

can be heard all over the house

".

You have rather a serious fault here, probably due

to bad spacing or to too -much reaction (coil or reaction
condenser). What. is happening is that the set is

apparently trying to oscillate strongly all the time,
but when your aerial is connected this " holds the
set down," probably because this too is inefficient.
We are forwarding you an application form so
that you can let us have further details of the set,

ANY VOLTAGE OR CAPACITY

SUPPLIED FROM 7/6 DOWN
Illustrated (assembled complete) is No. 3
size battery, specially suitable for 3 valves or
over. Super Capacity. Cash £217s. 9d. or
ja
down and 5 equal monthly payments of I U/
1

as we are sure that at present your reception is
nothing like as good as it could be.

will see from the enclosed diagram I have
two low -frequency transformers, but although

Send now for interesting free book.

the loud passages which I am told could

THE STANDARD

WET BATTERY CO.,
(Dept. P.W.), 184-188,
Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.2.

®YOUR
DECORATE
LOUD SPEAKER YOURSELF.

Transfers giving painted elects on FABRIC,
WOOD, METAL, Etc. Sample and Catalogue 1.1-.

P. W., AXON LTD.. JERSEY, ENG.

Advertisements
As far as possible all advertisements

appearing in "Popular Wireless"

are subject to careful scrutiny before

publication, but should any reader
experience delay or difficulty in
getting orders fulfilled, or should
the goods supplied not be as advertised, information should be sent
to the Advertisement Manager,
"Popular Wireless," 4, Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C.4.

Admittedly a frame aerial can be used indoors, but
nevertheless there are fundamental differences
between these two. An aerial which is wound upon a
rotating frame is strictly limited in size by the size
of the frame, but an aerial which is inside the house
is limited only by the space available inside the
house. It may be almost as good as a screened
outdoor aerial if it is underneath the roof in some
large building so that we might expect it to work
quite differently from an aerial which is limited in size
by being disposed upon its frame.

A frame aerial has certain advantages of 4ts own
owing to the fact that it can be swung round, but a
well arranged indoor aerial of the type slung across
al11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

" P.W." TECHNICAL

QUERY DEPARTMENT
/a Your Set " Going Good ? "

DISTORTION ON LOUD PASSAGES.

" QUALITY " (Chepstow, Mon.).--" As you

Popular model, 96 volt unit for 2 valves.
Cash £2 3s. Id., or 7 6 down.

aerial I made was not really an indoor aerial
at all ? "
A frame aerial is not really an indoor aerial.

I do not get actual oscillation or howling I
find there is an unpleasant distortion on all
be cured by means of an anti -motor -boating
unit.
" How should I insert this and what would
the value of the anti -motor -boating resistance
be ? "
To make the anti -motor -boating unit you will

require a fixed resistance (20,000(50,000 ohms) and a
4-mfd. fixed condenser. Break the lead which goes
from the first low -frequency transformer primary to
H.T. positive 1 and insert the resistance between the
primary and the other points. Now join one side
of the 4-mfd. condenser to the side of the resistance
which is joined to the terminal on the transformer,

and the other side of the condenser to the L.T.wiring.

Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
one of the batteries seems to be run down
much faster than formerly ?-Or you want a
Blue Print ?

Whatever your radio problem may be, remember that the TechniCal Query Department Is thoroughly equipped to assist our

readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do : On receipt of this an

f.-

Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever.
but having the form you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON

READERS

PLEASE

NOTE:

Inquiries should NOT be made in person
at Fleetway House or Tallis House.

IS A' " FRAME "" AN INDOOR AERIAL ?

ffi111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111177

W. B. R. (Clacton -on -Sea).--" When buying
the set I was told I could use it with an indoor

the ceiling or round the picture rail is nearly always
far superior in pick-up possibilities, so that we are

foreign stations, I was informed that a frame
aerial was not really an indoor aerial and what
I needed was one of the type which is stretched
across the room or round the 'picture rail.

THE " P.W." WAVE -TRAP.
(Handsworth, Birmingham).-" I
have just secured one of the P.W.' standard
wave -traps, and although it seems Very sharp,
and so on, I do not quite know how to opera.te

" I must admit I was inclined to be very

it, and get a little bit tied up when tuning

annoyed about it, for it seemed to me to be a bit
of quibbling. For curiosity's sake I tried it

an article in `P.W.' (I think it was by Mr.

aerial, and I made up a nice frame but got
very bad results with it. Upon complaining
that signals were weak and I could get no

out, and sure enough to my surprise I found

that with the aerial across the room I got
quite excellent results.

Is mine an exceptional

case or is this kind of thing usual, and were

they justified in telling me that the frame

not surprised that you were unable to get good results.

D.

A.

foreign stations with it. Some time ago I saw

Kendall) upon the proper way to set this wave trap, and I should be glad if you could tell me

where that was, or what the main points of
the article were "
(Continued on page 704.)
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MAKE YOUR " TITAN " PERFECT
SELECTIVITY MADE EASY

3 TIMES MORE EFFECTIVE

FOR EVERY SET.

THAN A WAVE - TRAP.

The READY RADIO SELECTIVITY

The drawback of one dial tuning is
the consequent loss of selectivity and

UNIT INVOLVES A NEW

" TITAN " OWNERS in difficult situations doubtless have been troubled by
interference. Many devices have been
suggested as a cure, but until now NO
FORM OF SELECTOR WHICH HAS

PRINCIPLE, which accounts for its
immeasurable superiority over all

apparatus that has endeavoured to

overcome the selectivity problem. It
prevents more than one station being

BEEN MARKETED HAS BEEN

COMPLETELY SUCCESSFUL. Actu-

heard at one time, and gives hair-

ally, in most cases, the effect is that
the tuning of your receiver is badly

line tuning, thereby INCREASING
RANGE AND VOLUME on distant
stations, without any trace of interference or mush. Extra purity of re-

deranged and there is a consequent loss
of

and now enables you definitely to cut
out all interference and improve your

production is assured and " listening "
is given a new meaning.
I THE UNIT EMPLOYS A NEW PRINT ,CIPLE WHICH INCORPORATES A
I
VARIABLE CAPACITY BETWEEN
I ASTATIC COILS TOGETHER WITH
AN ALTERNATIVE H.I. BLY -PASS.
'

The READY RADIO

efficiency.

UNIT has overcome all these drawbacks

receiver at least r00%;

rAPPROVED " TITAN " 3 KITS

SELECTIVITY UNIT
(PATENT PENDING)

Available for Immediate Despatch.
KIT A Valves excepted
£4. 7-0
KIT B
£6-12-6
Complete with Det., b.11.
KIT C and Pentode Valves ...
a -u
a..C°

All kits include special connecting links which
OBVIATE SOLDERING. Official blue print and
full instructions are also included.

PRICE
90,
READY RADIO, 159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON, S.E.1.
L

j

'Phone: Hop 5555

roxexeco:Rxecemexo:6:8x8:K8:8:Ke:4:6:8:8i;

TO BURN

OPOSSIBLE VALVES
OUT
This new' Belling -Lee product is the first on the

G

marketwhich has both plug and socket ci.m.

pletely insulated. SAFETY-high and low voltage plugs are not interchangeable, so that valves
cannot be burnt out. CONVENIENCE-no tools
by which both
required, unique loading devicech

fray and copper are gripped,plug and socket
both engraved. FINISH-a feature of every
BELLING -LEE product all over the world.

PRICE 9d.

frog be (Panel

ac)23totlr61d.e. ;

1

If you're going to build ,0 set,
don't forget the

4 4 BESTWAY "

flex

BELLING -LEE

WIRELESS BOOKS

1
8

Advertisement of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End, 31 dsx.

Get Your Copy NOW

ANSWERS

You must have ANSWERS
FOOTBALL ANNUAL. It is
packed with facts and figures indispensable to the " Soccer Fan."
All the English League and

International fixtures, Cup Tie

BESTWAY"

" BESTWAY "

Contains Full Details of
A Wave - Change One -

Contains Full Details o!

No. 328

Valver

The " Bestway " Wave Change Three
A Two -Valve Amplifier
The " Home -Circle" Four

No.,

329

A "Regional" Crystal Set
An All -Wave Two-Valver
A One -Valve Amplifier
The S.G. and Pentode
Three

dates, and all the players are
given - clearly

and

ANSWERS
FOOTBALL

Published be

ANSWERS
On Sae boy Sat.,

2

I

concisely.

ANNUAL -3d.

ON SALE EVERYWHERE

PRICE 6d,

EACH

ON SALE EVERYWHERE

.

'.

ME*379:9:9:9:8:9:00:8:EM8:8:8:8:00:8:048:9:9:EM
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RAYMOND'S

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

(Continuer? front page 702.)

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE
This address is at the back of Daly's Theatre

Phones : Gerrard 4637 and 2821

HOURS OF
BUSINESS

1JAY
SEVERYATURDAY

9 to 8
9 to 9

SUN. MORN 11 to 1

SENSATIONAL OFF ER IN
LOUDSPEAKER SETS (M)
READY TO
USE.
In Handsome
Cabinet.

and many
Stations.

Straight 3
Circuit

f0 CHANCE

JUST SWITCH ON-THAT'S ALL.

e
Complete with 3 Dull Emitter Valves, S.M.
Dial. All parts on Baseboard. Hinged Lid. 65,
Various Panel Designs. Packing and Carriage,
Nett Cash
3/6. Tax paid.
Or supplied complete, as shown, with Valves. 1204.
-H.T. Battery, Cone Loud Speaker, and 2
L.T Batteries, Battery Cords, Aerial Equip -

-Silent (not pole). Nothing more to buy. Ready
to use. 16/6first payment,11 monthly paymentsof

new and wonderful set must appeal to Young and
Old, amateur or experimenter-in fact EVERYBODY!
The above circuit in Handsome American type Cabinet,
with Tunewell Dual Coil. 3 Mallard Valves and
Battery Leads. READY TO USE. Tax Paid.

Pack. and Carr. 3/6.
Nett Cash. 84./..
R complete with 120-v. H.T., 2 L.T. Batteries. Cone
Loud Speaker, Battery Cords. Aerial Equipment, with Set, Coil and Valves, ready to use.1
First paymentmenu of 19/6 and 11 monthly pay-

TITALAW " THREE

P.W.," 2/2/29. Kit of parts approved by Editor.
0005 Variable S.M. Dial, Micro .0005, Lissen L.F
8/6 (add balance other), 2 Switches, TITAN COIL
UNIT, R.I. H F. Choke, .0002 and 2 of .0003 Used.
gmeg. Leak, Holder, 2 kiansbridge Condensers. P.W.
Standard Screen, 2 H.T. Fuses, 11 Engraved

terminals, Strip, Screws, Wire. Flex, Plugs,0 r

6

ktaseboard, 14 a 7 Panel. Above usually
72/6. Reduced until August 30th
Post 1/- U.K.
Nett Cash.
With Cabinet, 3 Valves (Mullard)
L.T. 2 v. 30 amps.. H.T. 120 v.
w
Pack. and Carr. 3/6.
Nett Cash.
The "Titan" is a Kit of Parts, and is NOT

DB. 10:o

assembled ready to use.

COSSOR MELODY
(ORIGINAL)

"TITAN " UNIT

of Specified Parts,
including Ferranti AF3.
Set

Splendid Coil, wound
D.S. Wire on Pirite

3

sembled.
FIRST

I

PAYMENT 9591

and 11 monthly pay-

APPROVED 1 5/.
EDITOR

ments of 14/8.

FilMAYSTUNR(112/.-)
SPECIAL INCLUSIVE PRICE

naf. Please make out

FOR CASH ORDERS OVER LAJ

detailed list.

Kits of Parts for ALL CIRCUITS. EASY PAYMENTS
on many lines over £3 in value. No large first payment. No overcharging. All goods Value for Money.

LATEST LINES

R.I. Bypermu L.F. 21/
uecophone Adjustable
Reed Unit
- 15/ 1216
Lotus L.F.
8/
01 don Bebe, .0003
B.T.H. Pick-up Tone

exclusion of the local station in your particular instance, resetting the wave -trap condenser each time.
Once the correct setting is found, it can be left permanently.

NAIROBI'S WAVE -LENGTH.

Bay).-" Can
you tell me the exact wave -length and the
" AFRIRANDER "

(Whitley

times of transmission of the Nairobi station in
Kenya ? "
The Nairobi station, call -sign 7 L 0. normally
transmits daily from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. Sometimes

Amplion
Cone
Ericsson
Phones

" Guinea "

British

- -12/11
Brown's Do.
20/.
E.T.D. Do.
15/ Arm
All 4.000 ohms,
Ultra Short-wave Coils
Igranlo S.M. Dials
6/.
for
1929 Cossor
500 to 1 ratio 9/ B.O. 3. Pair
9/8 Igranio
4/
}crania Micro
B.B.0.Do.12/8; Long 5/6
wave
- - 15/. Panel
wates' 3 in 1 Meters 8/8 Components,
S pea ke r s.
Case for same
.... 2/8 Units, wholesale and retail.
-

through that valve and its associated apparatua,
width would not have been the case if the vont*

CONVERTING THE " EMPIRE " TWO INTO
DET.-L.F. R.C. COUPLING.

T. F. R. (Bradford, Yorks).-" Last Christmas -time you published a design called the
' Empire' Two, and I built this with old
components and must say it certainly upheld
the high claims made for it. Even though I
was using old components results were excel-

lent, but just lately the transformer broke
down and I find from the test which you'

unit. "(The unit is marked, A., H.T., G. and
L.T.)"
You will need either to make a sketch showing
exactly where the leads came from, or mark each lead
before you take out the transformer. Although the
change -over is very simple, it is easy to get mixed with
three or four loose leads knocking about.

Lift out the transformer and in its place screw the
R.C. unit on the baseboard in such a position that the
G terminal is near to the grid of V2. The flexible lead
from the grid -bias negative battery which formerly
was attached to the G.B. terminal on the L.F. transformer should be removed altogether from this and
placed instead on the terminal of the R.C. unit'whieh
is marked L.T.
The G. terminal on the new unit should be taken

'

18.

If you remember that all the current flowing

-

through the valve has to be drawn from the filament
to the plate of the valve, it will be obvious that.
suddenly increase that current or double it. it is.

throw a heavy strain upon the filament which
bound to shorten the life of the valve. If a m

ammeter is connected in circuit while the alteration
is made, the needle will kick violently in a way that
shows strong disapproval of sudden alterations 'of
this type.

STAGE BY STAGE TESTING.

H. S. (Leamington).-" Thanks to P.W.' I
never have any difficulty in finding a fault in
the L.F. stage because I could go over the set
with a pair of telephones, tracing the leads,

etc., from circuit to cirouit until I draw a
01111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111II1IE

E
E.--

P.

E---.

instead of closing down at 8 p.m. it relays the 5 S W,
Chelmsford, England. programme for about an hour,
the wave -length used for all transmissions being
31 metres.

alterations to the circuit is order to fit this

All Wires and
Instructions. NOT asValves.

The next step is to try the wave -trap aerial in both
sockets to see which gives the best and most complete

I should like to have a description of the actual

Cossor

15 and to put it into 18. without switching the set
voltage from 15 to 18, we have actually altered it
off, but in this case, instead of altering the grid -bias

alteration had been a slight one such as from 15 tto

Yeti will soon find that the strength of the local
station begins to diminish, and if you proceed carefully you will shortly discover a setting at which it
goes down to almost nothing or vanishes altogether,
and beyond this point it comes up again. Locate this
point of minimum strength as accurately as you can,
and if it seems " broad " (that is, if the local goes
right out over a range of adjustment) proceed to
narrow it down.
Turn to the receiver and tune down a little nearer
to the normal loudest point until you begin to hear
the transmission again. After this you can return to

" I have an R.C. unit which I should like to
try in place of this, but just for safety's sake

High-grade Ebonite

Yes, if the set is not switched off when the grid -blip
plug is removed the effect is quite different from th4t
intended. Suppose, for instance, that an output valve
requires a grid -bias negative voltage of 15 and it Is
desired to see what the effect will be if the voltage is
altered to 18.
The correct way to do this would be to switch off
the set, alter the grid bias from 15 to 18 on the battery,
and switch on again to test the new conditions. The
incorrect method would be to take the plug out froth

the trap condenser very carefully and very slowly

broken.

with Oak American Type
Cabinet,
Baseboard,

bias voltages for the last valve that when Yon
alter the-griclAias plug you should switch 't
the set 1"

To set a wave -trap, connect it up and adjust the
screw -down variable condenser to a minimum by
unscrewing, and tune in the local station on the set

described the other week, that its primary is

Former (Dual Range)

E. C. F. (Near Hertford).-" Is it a fact tI
if you are trying the effect of different gri0-

from 15 to 0 and from 0 to 18 !
Now although there is nothing much to show it, unless a milliammeter is inserted, the effect of suddenty
removing 15 volts negative grid bias from the output
valve makes a serious difference in the current flowing

the wave -trap again, leaving the set alone.

MULLARD MASTER 3*-

and

If you attempt to fiddle with it when searching

for distant stations you are likely to get into a hopeless muddle. Once set it can be left in circuit and has
no effect upon any station exeent the local and one or
two distant ones which are very close to this in wavelength; -(It reduces the strength of these somewhat,
but since you would not he able to find them at all

until something begins to happen.

-

NO COILS

Panel,

to grasp when erecting a wave -trap is that it must be
set once and for all at the adjustment which cuts out
the local station, and then be left severely alone.

_ as usual. Now detnite upwards until the volume comes
down to, say, one-half.; theti proceed to screw down

Continental
'

and we recommend you, if possible, to read this
carefully. It emphasises the fact that the first thing

withoat the help of the t rap, the advantage remains.)

Receives LOndon.5GB,5XX,
-

A short article on this subject by Mr. G. P. Kendall
was published in " P.W." No. 362 (May 11th issue),

TRYING DIFFERENT GRID -BIAS VOLTAGES.

NEXT WEEK

,=

F.

Full details of -11_The " P.W.I,
" Electro " Unit

....=
1E

F.

=
=

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

=1
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blank when I know just about where the fault
lies. There is only one disadvantage in this

plan, and that is that it makes one wish a
similar stunt could be employed for high -

frequency stages.
" Is there any wav in which one could follow
the current through'from aerial to the detector
in the same way as one can now take a pair of

telephones and put them in place of an- R.C.
unit, L.F. transformer, etc. ? "

You can conduct quite good rough and ready H.P.

stage tests by means of a crystal detector in conjunction with a pair of telephones. All you have.to
do is to join one side of the detector to one side of the
telephones, and then equip the remaining two leads
of this apparatus with flexible testing leads which can
lie placed directly across the aerial coil, then the
grid coil, then the tuned anode, or subsequent grid
circuits, the crystal detector enabling you to hear
results as you go along.
For stability's sake, and because of the frequent

movement, it is advisable to use a crystal detector of
t he permanent type for this class of testing.

A MAINS -UNIT PUZZLE.

M. S. E. (Leyton, London, E.).-" Is it
possible for an H.T. mains unit to be unsattisfactory with a four -valve set and yet work

direct to the grid terminal on the valve holder for
V2. The lead from the B.F. choke which formerly
went to the P. terminal on the L.F. transformer goes
instead to the A. terminal on the R.C. unit. Finally,
the lead from
1 terminal goes to the H.T.+
terminal on the R.C. unit, and this completes the

quite O.K. with a three -valve set ? The reason
I ask is that I recently changed from a thi-eeto four -valve set, and was very disappointed

whatever, even although you have not carried out
rewiring of this kind before, provided, of course,
that the necessary care is taken to ensure that all
the wires are properly spaced -from one another

house where they were both tested.

alteration.
If insulated wire is used you will have no difficulty

and from surrounding components.

to _find that the latter caused a loud hum at
my house. although the unit worked O.K.' on
my old set and on a three-valver at a friend's
" As I could not get any pleasure out of it
at all, and after continual tinkering with it,
(Continued on page 708.)
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SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.,
writes in the AUGUST number of
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NOW
ON
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MODERN

OBTAINABLE

WIRELESS

EVERYWHERE
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The set -builder will find plenty of how-to

make articles, including descriptions of
A MODERN
CRYSTAL
SET

THE
MAGNETIC
TWO

- Powerful

Easy to build and

selective.

and

operate.

THE
FORTE "
FIVE

THE
" KENDALL "

THREE
A wave -change set
of great sensitivity.

A super set employing
one screened -grid and
one neutralised

stage

of H.F.

addition to these fine constructional articles are
J Inauthoritative
contributions by world-famous writers,
making this a shillingsworth not to be missed.

Other features of special interest are
On the Short Waves
Other People's Aerials
The Mystery of Radio Waves
Improving the Reinartz
What Readers Think
Making Your Own Cabinets
Radio in America
Lazy Waves
Where the Small Orchestra Scores
The Eccentric "Earth"
Building that Set
Eliminator Distortion

Those A.C. Mains Valves
My Broadcasting Diary
Positive and Negative
Radio Set Refinements
Questions Answered
In Our Test Room
Radio at the Yard
Radio Abroad
Panel Peculiarities
The Bridge Wavetrap
That L.T. Switch
Radio Notes and News

Some Accumulator Problems
and a long, illustrated supplement-" RADIO AND THE GRAMOPHONE."

The Problem of the Electron

S ECCOUP RYE NY:\ V" MODERN WIRELESS PRICE

1
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WORRY !
m
a toWHY
make your Wireless Set when we will

BUILD AND TEST ANY RECEIVER

FREE OF CHARGE ?

IN

III

m

The Customer pays for Components and 111
Marconi Royalty only.
ALL SETS made, Master 3 S.O.P.. Titan 3, is
Lissen SR., Osram Music Magnet, all " P.W." .
Circuits, etc., etc.

IIEASY TERMS

quoted by return.:
We have

EVERYTHING WIRELESS

a Complete Sets, Components, Loudspeakers, H.T.
Units, Portables, etc.

al

Call or send a list of your requirements.
BEST MONTHLY TERMS BY RETURN.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

TECHNICAL NOTES.

(Continued from page 704.)

without the resistance, and with the valve

I came to the conclusion it must be the H.T.
battery eliminator, and I found this to be the
case. Is there any reason why a unit of this
kind should be satisfactory for three valves and
not for four ? "
The trouble is due to the fact that your H.T. unit
is unable to supply the extra current required by the
fourth valve. Although it is sometimes wrongly
assumed that voltage is all important with a mains

unit, there is, as a matter of fact, a steady current
III

The P.D.P. Co., Ltd. ill
(Dept."P.W."),121, CHEAP8IDE, 8.0.2. a

Rim Telephone:. National 9846.
HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ -

Loudspeakers 4/-. All repairs
re -magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready

Transformers 5/-.

being taken from it when it is in operation.
Evidently your unit was quite capable of supplying
the current for the three -valve set, but it is not large
enough) to supply that required by the four -valve set,

and consequently it shows its disapproval of being
overworked by giving rise to the hum complained of.
It is not the fault of the unit or of its makers. The
fact is that the unit is being overworked, and you are

for delivery in 24 hours.

expecting it to give more current than it was designed
to give.

The Picture Paper with the MOST News

R. M. B. (Bexhill -on -Sea).-" Determined
to get the aerial up as high as possible, I have
used rather slender mast§ both in the garden
and on top of the house. We are subjected to

Discount for Trade.
Clerkenwell 9069.
E. MASON, 44, East Bd., City Ed.. N.1.

smi SUNDAY GRAPHIC

A QUESTION OF INSULATORS.

pretty severe winds here at times, so in order to

(Continued from page 690.)

working near to the oscillation point.
Reaction and Wave -length.

When working on a single wave -length
it is easy enough to adjust the damping so
that the high -frequency resistance of the

grid circuit is kept about at its original
value. But as, of course, it is generally
necessary to operate on different wavelengths, and inasmuch as the reaction
effect which we are considering varies with
the wave -length, you see that the method is

not a convenient one, still more so since
the characteristics of the valve and of the
circuit (filament voltage and so on) are

liable to vary from time to

themselves
time.

The interaction between plate and grid

may be overcome by the method, which has

been so largely used, of neutralising or

balancing -out the feedback effects by means

of a special subsidiary or auxiliary circuit.

avoid a breakdown I want to put up a light
yet strong aerial, and for this purpose I am a

Using S.G. Valve.

Inventions Advice Handbook and Con.
sultations FREE.-B. T. KING, C.I.M.E.,

little bit troubled about allotting the insulators.
" I have been told that theoretically the far

neutralising and its uses in different cases

'Phone: Cent. 0682.

insulated than the' house end, from which the
lead-in is taken. Is this a fact, and if so, do
you think that three insulators at the far end

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS.

Reed. Patent Office (G.B. U.S. and Canada).
146a, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
43 nears' references.

Get

and one at the house end would be satis-

t

factory 1 "
Although theoretically the far end of the aerial
should be rather more carefully insulated than the
lead-in end, it is not 'usual to bother about this in
practice, except possibly in the case of transmitting
aerials in large cities where the insulators are sub-

Of That

jected to strains which are not experienced in places
like Bexhill.

t!
STRANGE how intelligent
people allow themselves

to get into a rut -always

doing the same thing-in the
same way-meeting the same
people - reading the same
papers .

.

end of the aerial should be more carefully

If you choose good quality insulators we think

electrode capacity is comparatively small
and consequently moderate damping in the
tuned circuits may be used. Owing to the
tendency to oscillation, the comparative
inefficiency

of the

coils

in such tuned

circuits is not so serious as it might otherwise be.

Of course, the amplification cannot be
characteristics and also, as I have already
mentioned, the reaction which is obtained

two wires and shaped so as to be reasonably weather resisting.

valve, however,

insulators designed to have a long path between the

sic -----------------"-----*
A TIP FOR TUNING.

valves differ from one another in their
varies with the wave -length.

The characteristics of the screen -grid

as compared with the

ordinary 3 -electrode are much better from

this point of view, and consequently the

screen -grid stage is, as a rule, about as good
over a considerable range of wave -lengths

as a neutralised valve of the ordinary type
employing high -efficiency coils.

IT is often a difficult matter to tune a

Nothing of r529 2-- no new
ideas-just a gentle drift along

speaker is removed to its required distant

near to the set whilst he conducts the
tuning operations. Then, after the controls of the receiver are set, the loud
position.
Without going to all this trouble, however,

there is a very useful method of effecting
the same end. It will be noted that one
of the loud -speaker terminals goes to the
plate of the last valve. To this terminal,

attach, in, addition to the distant loud-

speaker lead, one tag only of a pair of headphones.

Under these conditions, a comfortable
volume of reception will be heard in the
phones, and the necessary tuning can be
effected in this manner. Thus, the loud
speaker can remain untouched in its distant
LOOK FOR THE COLOURED
COVER EVERY FRIDAY

In a valve of the S.G. type the inter -

But do not choose the little egg insulators which
sometimes show signs of not being fully glazed all
over, as quite appreciable losses can be introduced
by these. What you want is one of the good quality

them down and clean them every two months or so.

receiver effectively in those cases in
which the loud speaker is situated in
another room, or out-of-doors at some
distance from the set. In such instances,
the amateur generally brings the speaker

Buy a copy to -day and see
for yourself how good it is

position when a screen -grid valve is used.

put up quite to the theoretical limit, because

Ah Those papers ! Those
stupid little jokes 1 Those
eternal Hunt Balls and Polo
Parties I Nothing to suggest
that young people to - day
have a sense of humour and
like to exercise it.

same old rut. The LOOKERON is as modem as it can be.

seem to be somewhat in doubt as to the

you will find that even one insulator at each end of the
aerial will be sufficient provided you are willing to take

. .

the old, old lines-into the

Many amateurs who are familiar with

position, but the tuning of the set can,
nevertheless, be accomplished quite satisfactorily.

High -Efficiency Coils.

With high -efficiency coils and screen -grid

valves, however, there is again a tendency

to instability which places a limit upon
amplification, and neutralisation becomes

an advantage for the same reasons as in
the case of an ordinary valve.

The point I am trying to make clear

is that whether with ordinary valves or with

valves of the S.G. type an increase in
amplification under certain conditions
leads to instability which, however, may be
overcome by means of neutralisation.
A Vital Point.

A writer in these pages recently gave

some interesting and important points with
regard to the adjustment and maintenance
of grid -bias voltages and, as this is a matter
which often " comes in "-if I may use the
phrase-for a good deal of neglect, I would
like to add a few 'words to what was said
then.
Owing to the fact that only an extremely

small current passes from the grid bias
(Continued on next page.)
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battery, the latter never wears out, but
only rusts out, so to speak. It is this
very fact that a G.B. battery normally
requires attention only at very long inter-

vals that accounts for the fact that in

practice it generally receives no attention
at all but is completely forgotten.
Now, although the current supplied by the
G.B. battery is exceedingly small, negligible
in fact, and the voltage which it is intended

to maintain is also, at any rate in the

majority of cases, comparatively small,
nevertheless its function is a very important
one, quite as important as that of any other
component in the circuit.
Gradual Deterioration.

I have remarked before upon the very
practical question of H.T. current consumption and how this depends upon the

correct value of G.B. but, quite apart

from this, the quality of the reproduction
also depends to a very large extent upon
grid -bias adjustments. Owing to the fact
that the G.B. battery (if of good quality)
takes a very long time to deteriorate, the
consequent increase of distortion in the
reproduction goes on very gradually, so

gradually in fact that it may be imperceptible.

The result is that, if you are frequently

using the set, you may not notice anything

very much wrong with the reproduction,
whilst a friend hearing it for the first time
may be painfully aware of the poor quality
of the reproduction which it gives.
An Occasional Test.

A grid -bias battery, whilst being one of
the moat important accessories, is at the
same time almost the cheapest component
in the circuit, and therefore it is an excellent

plan to replace this little battery say every
six or twelve months without waiting for it
to become completely dead.
I suggest replacing it at intervals rather

than merely testing its 'voltage, as it is

inevitable that a dry battery will " dry up "
in course of time, whether it is used or not,
and although the G.B. battery on test may
show a fairly good voltage it may be just
on the point of declining.
An occasional milliammeter test in the

anode circuit is also an excellent thing,

net only for indicating the state of affairs
generally, but, in particular, for permitting

any actual adjustment of grid -bias tappings
which may be necessary.
Smoothing Units.

The usual arrangements for smoothing
the rectified output in a mains unit intended
for use with A.C. mains is a system of chokes

and condensers arranged in shunt and,
whilst this arrangement is probably the
best for the purpose where the cost of
components is not a serious consideration,

it is at the same time more expensive
than certain alternative methods which
may be used.

As you probably know quite well, a
smoothing effect can in a similar way be
obtained by means of a fairly high resistance in place of the choke, the smoothing
condenser being shunted across this resist-

ance just as it would be in the case of a
choke. The greater the resistance or the
(Continued on next page.)
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As a matter of fact, although a copper
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A

greater the capacity (or both) the more
effective the smoothing

arrangement.

action of this

There is, of course, a potential drop in

ADAPTABLE TO ALL SETS I

Pride to tile home because it is modern and stylish.
Already over 3,000 delighted users. Highly ref:am.

pends primarily upon its inductive qualities :

mendedaiobiya (lied:ft:1o.! i'ressnan

leading. xeae:ritr:

" Popular " Oak IffroTel, from ,E3 :15.

Cash or Easy CaYmentvA stately British -made Cabinet., trade -marked and
guaranteed, sent on APPROVAL. (If you wish to
part with It we will willingly refund FULL
MeDNEY and pay return carriage too I)
Full particulars, Booklet and Photographs FREE

(they will interest you I) from the actual makers :

PICKETT'S, WIRELESS FURNITURE
MAKERS,

"P.W." WORKS, BEXLEY HEATH, KENT.
lEstablished since the beginning of Broadcasting.

WET H.T. BATTERIES-'
Solves all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT,

ECONOMICAL.

JARS (waxed) 20" X 1 i" so. 1/3 doz.

ZINGS, new type red. doz. SACS 1/2 doz,

Sample doz. (10 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d,
Sample unit, Ed. Illus. booklet free.

importance, since the lead bars used are
fairly thick, and offer, in any case, a very
small resistance to the current.

Ohmic Resistance.

the case of the resistance which is much
greater than the potential drop which is
met with in the case of the choke. Here
I am assuming that the choke is of comparatively low ohmic resistance and de-

Nothing to touch I The snug way those untidy,
dusty parts, trailing wires and batteries are coinpietly. enclosed will delight you. As a beautiful
piece of furniture, the " RADIOLA " will add

bar of the same cross-sectional area would
have a, much lower resistance than a lead
bar, the difference would be of very little

some chokes have a much higher ohmic
resistance than need be and their action
depends partly upon induction and partly
upon resistance.
The H.T. voltage applied to the valves is

thus affected by the current which is

passing through the resistance, if a resistance
smoother be used.

The resistance of the usual lead -bar
coupling cannot be more than a very small

fraction of an ohm, and to reduce this

small resistance still further is to make very
little difference to the total resistance of the
circuit. Moreover, the copper would be

much more expensive than the lead, both
as regards the material and the manufacture. These lead bars can be very cheaply
cast with the holes already in them.
Corrosion.

But quite apart from these electrical

considerations, the main reason that lead
is used- is because it is, under ordinary
conditions, impervious to the action of the
acid. If copper or brass were used in close

Separate Supplies.

The amount of smoothing required, how-

ever, differs with the different valves; for
instance, in the case of the power output
valve a much larger current is required, as
a rule, than with the other valves and the
smoothing action need not be so efficient.

association with the battery they would
very soon becorrie badly corroded and
altogether useless.

It is true that covered brass nuts and
bolts are used in the terminals of small

accumulators, but this is because lead nuts
would be too soft to be of practical service,

Bargain list tree.

AMPLIFIERS, SW-. 3 VALVE SET, £5.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL, LONDON.

SUPER
-MICROPHONES
New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a

vast improvement over all other types ; will pick up
whispered words from a distance of several
yards, also strongly amplify and transmit
speech and music over a distance, through
Loud -speaker or Headphones. Splendid

instruments for making Detectaphone,

Deaf -aid, Loud -speaking Telephone, Announcements through Loud -speaker, Amplifier for Crystal or Valve Sets. Electric
Sound Detector, Experiments. No other Microphone of
equal sensitiveness known; each instrument finely
black enamelled and fitted with a 3 ft. silk flexible connecting cord. Despatched by return post

'I

8/6

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER

for connecting Super -Microphone to Radio Head- Ls/
phones,Loud-speaker,Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier I,/ .

COUPLING DEVICES
Next week's issue of " Popular Wireless " will be a Special Number
devoted to the above subject. Every radio. enthusiast should make
a special point of securing a copy of this " P.W."
All the latest information relative to L.F. Chokes and Transformers,
R.C.C. Units, Coupling Resistances and Condensers will be available
in a form interesting alike to expert and tyro.
There will be articles by G. V. Dowding, P. R. Bird, K. D. Rogers- and

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE

A. Johnson Randall, each article accompanied by numerous photographs.

many purposes and Diagrams of connections free.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.

for use with Super -Microphone as a Deaf Aid, or
Detectaphone, etc.
Full Di reef form for use of Super-Mierophone for

FREON. ADOLPH, Actual Maker, Phone :
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1. Museum 0329

Make

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper.

7RIEPIVIFtS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphone.s repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
With each repair. 4/.. Post Free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER
REPAIR CO.,
" Repairs " Dept.,
214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

Consequently, it is possible to use different
resistances, each with its appropriate

condenser, for the different- valves, say, a
high resistance and, or large capacity

where a comparatively small current

is

required, but where the smoothing must be

efficient and a smaller resistance and, or
capacity, for, say, the power valve.
Cost of Construction.

Of course, if a number of resistances and
condensers are required under this arrange-

ment, it may become a question whether

this is any less expensive than using chokes

instead of resistances, but there are some

cases when the method will be found to have

A.M.I.A.E.
A .M.I.0
A.M. I. E . E .

A . 7W . 1 . Mecti.E.

A BOOK YOU MUST NOT MISS !

"ENCIINEEFING OPPORTUNITIES" is the most

complete hand -book on Engineering Exams. and Courses
eve! produced. It describes over 60 Exam, and home study
courses in all branches of Mechanical, Electrical,

Motor and Civil Engineering, including WIRD
LESS.
We ALONE Cuarantee-" NO PASS-NO FEE"

This book should be in your bends-it is a flues of volts
able information and advice. We offer -it FREE. Write
for your copy now. stating branch or Exam. which is
of interest.

advantages so far as cost of components is
concerned.
Coupling Bars.

I have a letter from a reader who asks
whether there is any reason, apart from
economy,

for using

lead

coupling -bars

between cells in 4 -volt accumulators, and
why copper bars cannot be used instead.
This question, in somewhat different forms,
has been put forward before, evidently based

upon the idea that copper bars would have

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENCINEERINC TECHNOLOCY,

greater conductivity, and therefore offer

IMPORTANT-NOTE MEW ADDRESS

less resistance to the current.

VW Shakespeare House, 29-31., Oxford St., London,

and, a < you know, the brass terminal is
about the only part of the accumulator
that gives serious, trouble from corrosion.
That is why you are advised to keep it
well covered with vaseline.
Pick-up Leads.

If you are using an electrical pick-up

in connection with your gramophone you

may in some cases find it necessary to have a
fairly long lead between the pick-up and the
amplifier. In the majority of cases the

gramophone and the amplifier are fairly
close together (in many cases they are, of
course, combined into -a single cabinet),
but in the minority of cases it may be inconvenient to have the amplifier reasonably
near the gramophone. I had a case in point

recently where it was necessary to use a
single pick-up with several gramophones
employing, of course, only one amplifier
for them all. In this case it was clearly
desirable to have a fairly long lead to the
pick-up in order to enable it to reach the
different gramophones.

In a case of this sort there is a great

tendency to set up oscillation in the am-

plifier owing to the fact that the connections
to the pick-up form part of the grid circuit:
Short leads are, obviously, more efficient..
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you're a real " old
stager" in radio you will
If

remember " Writtle "" Two Emma Toc," Capt.

P. P. Eckersley's station.
flos7v

his " Wrrrr-ittle "

used to thrill us-! Those
were the days! ' The
B.B.C. first official trans-

mission -via ILO -,was
in 1922-" Writtle " days

were pre-B.B.C. daysdays when we knew only

"R" valves-long: cumbersome _sliding tuners,

and hefty .001 variables.

In those days tiansinittirig.

receiving gear depended largely ohT.C.C.
-Condensers for their
and

II

efficiency.

It's she same to-day-the

choice of serious experimenter and amateur alike
is T.C.C. Be guided by
them'-- ask for T.C.C.

THE wonderful new Brown

" Vee" Unit has created
the biggest Radio sensation of
recent years. Nothing like it
has been known before. For

the first time has been produced a unit which cannot
chatter or distort. Never be-

fore has such pure, mellow

tone been heard-or such full,
ich volume, Remember that

always.

Unit
25/ Chassis

& Cone

There is a T.C.C. Con-

15/.

denser for every purpose.
This is the.0003 mf. Ua-

_tight -Type Mica Condensers price s s. i od.

anyone can assemble the "Vee"

Unit and the Brown Chassis
(with Cone) and have a complete and better loud speaker
in 2 minutes. See and hear
it at your Wireless Dealees.

Other capacities ft cm
'ocoi mf. to '25 sal.

Prices is.lod. to tr.od.

derful

T.C.C.

"VIE'UNIT

CONDENSERS
Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co Ltd., Wales Farm Rd., d[.. Acton, London. W.3

fa) 9729

M 9750
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HEAR it with Mullard P.M. Valveshear every note of every instrument
clean, clear, and well-defined, full of life
and colour.

Whatever your receiver and loudspeaker
you must use Mullard Valves to hear
radio at its best. They make an old set
modern, a modern set perfect.

Mullard

THE MASTERVALVE

The Secret is
in the wonder-

ful Mullard
P.M. Filament.

Get a Set of Mullard P.M. Valves to-day-all radio dealers
sell them.
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